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The authors regret that there was an error in the above article where the text for the introduction section has been printed under both
introduction and methods and the methods section omitted. The correct text for both sections is as follows:


Purpose: Symptomatic hand osteoarthritis (OA) represents a considerable economic, clinical and social burden, and has limited treat-
ment options. Synovitis is prevalent in OA and associated with pain. Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is used routinely for treating synovitis in
inflammatory arthritides such as rheumatoid arthritis. The primary aim of the HERO RCT was to determine the effectiveness of HCQ as an
analgesic treatment for hand OA, and secondarily to determine if synovitis was associated with treatment response, effects on structural
progression and cost-effectiveness.


Methods: 248 participants with symptomatic (visual analogue scale (VAS) pain �4/10) and radiographic hand OAwere recruited across
UK primary and secondary care and randomized to HCQ or placebo for 12 months. Daily HCQ dose ranged from 200 to 400 mg according to
ideal body weight. The primary endpoint was average hand pain during the previous 2 weeks (numerical rating scale, NRS) at 6 months.
Secondary endpoints included other self-reported pain and function scales (NRS and VAS scales, AUSCAN), grip strength, quality-of-life
measures (OAQol, SF-12) and radiographic structural change (Kallman score) at 12 months. The effects of baseline radiographic severity
were also assessed. In a sub-study, n ¼ 143 participants had ultrasound performed at baseline on small joints of a single hand. Longitudinal
mixed models compared changes between groups. Analyses were conducted on intention-to-treat basis. A health economics analysis was
also performed.
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Objective: To investigate short-term efficacy and safety of a novel lipid ibuprofen formulation 1200 mg/
day compared with standard ibuprofen 1200 mg/day and 2400 mg/day in episodic knee arthralgia/flaring
pain.
Design: Multicentre, randomised, double-blind, 3-arm, non-inferiority trial conducted at 27 primary care
centres. Adults with �1 knee flare episode within 12 months were recruited within 24 h of new flare
with pain severity �5 on a 0e10 numerical rating scale (NRS). Primary outcome was change from
baseline in WOMAC pain subscale over 5 days. Main secondary outcome was Gastrointestinal Symptom
Rating Scale (GSRS) change from baseline. Other endpoints included assessment of WOMAC total sub-
scale scores and self-reported NRS for pain, subject nominated activity, stiffness and swelling.
Results: 462 patients were enrolled (58.9% males; mean age 52.2 years). Treatment allocation comprised
148 lipid 1200 mg, 155 soft-gel 1200 mg, 159 soft-gel 2400 mg. WOMAC pain subscale scores decreased
in all groups, with lipid 1200 mg being non-inferior to soft-gel 1200 mg (adjusted mean difference �0.26
[95% confidence interval [CI] �0.69, 0.17]) and to soft-gel 2400 mg (difference 0.19 [95% CI �0.24, 0.62]).
No differences were seen in mean GSRS total scores. NRS secondary endpoints suggested greater im-
provements in the lipid 1200 mg group compared to soft-gel 1200 mg, with similar results to soft-gel
2400 mg. The most frequent drug-related adverse events (AEs) were gastrointestinal (GI) disorders,
with statistically fewer events for lipid 1200 mg vs soft-gel 2400 mg (P ¼ 0.01, post-hoc analysis).
Conclusions: Ibuprofen 1200 mg/day lipid formulation was non-inferior to standard ibuprofen soft-gel
capsules 1200 mg and 2400 mg/day in relieving flaring knee pain. NRS endpoints showed lipid
1200 mg was numerically similar to soft-gel 2400 mg.
Trial registration number: EudraCT number: 2014-004254-33.


© 2017 Osteoarthritis Research Society International. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction


Frequent knee pain affects approximately 25% of adults >55
years,1,2 limiting function and mobility, and results in reduced
quality of life.3 The aetiology is often unknown, although osteoar-
thritis (OA) is the most common joint disease, particularly in older
adults.

td. All rights reserved.
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Intermittent, disabling pain episodes,4 or flare-ups5 are part of
the natural history of knee OA6 and may occur in early and
advanced disease.4 Symptoms may be characterised by abrupt
changes and short-term fluctuations.7 Early stage OA is charac-
terised by such flare-ups usually brought on by a trigger, e.g., an
unusual activity or movement, but has limited impact.4 The path-
ological process underlying these episodic flares is unclear,
although associationwith physician-assessed effusion, patient self-
reported swelling, and changes in synovial fluid composition imply
an inflammatory component.5,8 Fluctuating pain is also associated
with change in effusion or synovitis scores assessed on magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).9


Pharmacological OA treatments include analgesics, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS), intra-articular corti-
costeroids, and opioids, all of which have been shown to provide
effective pain relief compared to placebo10 and NSAIDs offer similar
pain relief to opioids in OA patients.11 However, few studies have
addressedmanagement of knee pain flare. Given the predominance
of pharmacological management for OA,12,13 it is likely that similar
agents are commonly used for acute episodes of knee pain. NSAIDs
are the commonest OA therapy, with ibuprofen being the most
commonly prescribed.14,15 It is well-tolerated with a well-
established safety profile; the most common adverse effects (AEs)
are gastrointestinal (GI) (estimated incidence of 12.1%).16 Ibuprofen
shows the lowest rate of GI side-effects compared to other NSAIDs,
with these being dose-related.17 A recent review of the cardiovas-
cular risks associated with use of NSAIDs by regulatory authorities
has shown these to be dose- and time-dependent.18 Unlike the
lower doses (1200 mg/day), high daily doses of ibuprofen
(2400 mg/day) are associated with increased risk of cardiovascular
events (myocardial infarction [MI] and stroke).19 These findings are
supported by a recent white paper in OA20 and a meta-analysis on
the risk of acute MI with NSAIDs.21 Thus, the lowest possible
ibuprofen dose should be given, whilst maintaining suitable
efficacy.


The FLaring Arthralgia Relief Evaluation in episodic flaring knee
pain (FLARE) study investigated the efficacy, safety and tolerability
of a new lipid formulation of ibuprofen (Flarin®, Infirst Healthcare)
1200 mg/day, and compared its effects with standard soft-gel
capsules (1200 mg or 2400 mg/day) over 5 days in patients
suffering episodic knee flare pain. The lipid formulation fully dis-
solves ibuprofen within a lipid matrix (hard fat and glycerol mon-
olinoleate), which is anticipated to reduce the gastric effects which
are associated with conventional ibuprofen formulations, and may
reduce gastric irritation associated with high local ibuprofen con-
centrations. The 5-day treatment course is consistent with the
approved short-term over-the-counter treatment period before
patients are advised to seek medical advice (typically 5e10 days).
However, to ensure this study represented ‘real world’ usage, pa-
tients could receive a second 5-day treatment course if requested.


Method


The study comprised a multicentre, randomised, double-blind,
3-arm design to test for non-inferiority by comparing ibuprofen
1200 mg/day lipid formulation with standard ibuprofen soft-gel
capsules at a dose of 1200 mg/day or 2400 mg/day. It was con-
ducted at 27 centres, comprising general practitioner surgeries in
the UK and The Netherlands. Patients with a history of knee flares
were identified by a variety of methods, including medical record
review and local advertising whereupon potential patients were
then referred to a local study site. Patients were screened to
determine study eligibility and were instructed to return to the
study site within 24 h if they experienced another knee flare. The
study was approved by the central independent ethics committee

of each country (UK: NRES Committee East Midlands e North-
ampton; Netherlands: Independent Review Board Nijmegen). All
patients provided written informed consent.


Study population


Males or females aged 18e70 years with a history of �1 knee
flare pain episodes in the previous 12 months (with or without
treatment), who experienced a new knee flare episode with pain
severity �5 on a 0e10 numerical rating scale (NRS) and who
attended a baseline evaluationwithin 24 h of experiencing the new
knee flare episode, were eligible for participation. Key exclusion
criteria were recent serious illness, fracture, significant injury or
surgery to the knee, recent intra-articular treatment or systemic
corticosteroids, and use of any pain medication within 7 days of
study baseline.


Randomisation


Treatment was determined by a central 1:1:1 randomisation
schedule prepared using standard computer software with a
random seed number and a block size of six. This software in-
corporates a reproducible standard procedure for generating
random numbers. Medication was distributed to centres using
complete block numbers.


Treatment groups


Patients were randomised to one of three treatment arms:


� 5-day treatment with 2� 200 mg lipid ibuprofen capsules three
times daily (total daily dose 1200 mg)


� 5-day treatment with 1 � 400 mg soft-gel ibuprofen capsule
plus 1 � placebo capsule three times daily (total daily dose
1200 mg)


� 5-day treatment with 2 � 400 mg soft-gel capsule ibuprofen
capsules three times daily (total daily dose 2400 mg)


All study drugs were produced by the same manufacturer on
behalf of Infirst Healthcare and were presented as identical soft
white oval gelatin capsules to preserve blinding. Treatments were
taken every 6 h (i.e., morning, afternoon and evening) with half a
glass of water (2 h pre- or post-food). The study treatment dosewas
taken after completing the baseline assessments. After 5 days'
treatment (Course 1), patients returned to the study centre to
assess whether their knee flare had been adequately controlled
(based on a pre-defined 4-point scale). Eligible patients who
wanted further treatment after completing Course 1 could receive a
further 5-day treatment period (Course 2).


Outcomes


Primary study outcome was change from baseline in Western
Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC)
pain subscale (normalised to 0e10 range) after 5 days' treatment.
This is a widely used and validated instrument for evaluating OA.22


The pain subscale is the most studied and reliable endpoint within
the WOMAC23,24 and the clinical experts involved in the study
design and authors considered the pain subscale to be the most
appropriate endpoint.


The main secondary outcome was change from baseline after 5
days in the Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale (GSRS) based on
7-point Likert scale of 15 items.25 Other secondary endpoints
included assessment of WOMAC total score and subscale scores for
function and stiffness; average daily self-reported NRS scores (0e10
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scale) for pain, subject-nominated activity, stiffness and self-
reported swelling; patient's global assessment of the overall knee
flare episode using a NRS (0e10 scale); and the proportion of pa-
tients achieving an OMERACT-OARSI response.26


Statistical analysis


Sample size: This was based on assessing non-inferiority of the
lipid 1200 mg capsule to the 1200 mg and 2400 mg soft-gel cap-
sules for change from baseline after 5 days' treatment in the
WOMAC pain score. The number of evaluable patients required to
test for non-inferiority was 146 per treatment group, assuming the
true treatment differencewas 0, the non-inferioritymarginwas 0.8,
and the SD was 2.1, using a 1-sided 2.5% alpha-level with 90% po-
wer. The choice of non-inferiority margin was based on the
WOMAC 0e10 NRS, translated from a score of 8 if based on a 0e100
visual analogue scale (VAS). An observed clinically important dif-
ference of 10e20 has been reported,27e29 and a meta-analysis of
randomised controlled NSAID clinical trials for OA knee pain30


showed the lower confidence interval [CI] for the effect size was
7.4. A slightly higher value than the lower bound of this interval
(i.e., 8.0) was chosen due to the short duration of the trials included
in the meta-analysis.


Efficacy parameters: All analyses were performed on the Full
Analysis Set (FAS), where treated patients without any post-
baseline data were excluded. No imputation was used for missing
data. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to test the effect
of lipid 1200 mg on the change from baseline after 5 days' treat-
ment in the WOMAC pain scale score compared to the standard
formulations. The model included fixed effects for treatment group
and centre (pooled where necessary) and baseline WOMAC pain
score as a linear covariate. Centres contributing <6 subjects to the
primary endpoint analysis were pooled based on geographical
location for analysis purposes, with small centres pooled with their
nearest neighbour and only occurred within each country. A
sensitivity analysis assessed the robustness of the primary
endpoint results to the method of handling missing data. This
analysis was performed on the randomised set including patients
excluded from the FAS, using a baseline observation carried for-
ward (BOCF) approach for patients with no on-treatment data.


Changes from baseline after 5 days' treatment in the GSRS total
score; WOMAC total, stiffness scale and function scale scores; GSRS
dimension scores; and patient's global assessment of outcomewere
analysed using the same methodology as the primary endpoint.

Table I
Patient demographic characteristics (Treated Set)


Lipid 1200 mg Soft-g


Number of patients [N (%)] 148 (100.0) 155 (
Gender [N (%)]
Male 87 (58.8) 91 (5
Female 61 (41.2) 64 (4


Ethnicity [N (%)]
Asian 5 (3.4) 5 (3.2
Black 6 (4.1) 5 (3.2
White 131 (88.5) 142 (
Other 6 (4.1) 3 (1.9


Age (years)
Mean (SD) 51.6 (13.6) 51.7 (
Median (range) 53.5 (18, 70) 55.0 (


Age group [N (%)]
<65 years 114 (77.0) 130 (
�65 years 34 (23.0) 25 (1


Index knee [N (%)]
Left 75 (50.7) 84 (5
Right 73 (49.3) 71 (4

Daily NRS scores (scale of 0e10) were analysed using a mixed
model for repeated measures (MMRM) approach, with the analysis
including effects for treatment group, day, pooled centre, baseline
score and the treatment-by-day and baseline score-by-day inter-
action terms. The adjusted treatment group difference at each day
with the corresponding 95% CI was presented along with the P-
value. The proportion of patients achieving an OMERACT-OARSI
response,20 and proportion of patients in each of the knee flare
categories after 5 days' treatment were analysed using a stratified
(by pooled centre) Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) test. Time to
knee flare resolution was compared using a Cox proportional haz-
ards model, stratified by centre (pooled where necessary). Time-to-
event analysis using a Cox proportional hazards model stratified by
pooled centre was used to estimate a hazard ratio. A stratified log-
rank test and KaplaneMeier estimates were used to support the
analyses.


Safety parameters: Planned safety analyses were descriptive.
Post-hoc statistical analyses formally tested for the difference be-
tween groups for all GI AEs and treatment-related GI AEs using the
CMH test.


Results


464 patients were randomised: 462 (99.6%) received treatment
between 17-Mar-2015 and 10-Aug-2016 (148 lipid 1200 mg, 155
soft-gel 1200 mg, 159 soft-gel 2400 mg). 58.9% of patients were
male and mean age was 52.2 years (79.7% aged <65). The left knee
was index in 53.5% of patients (Table I). Treatment groups were
broadly balanced at baseline regarding medical history. Overall,
256 patients (55.4%) were taking concomitant medications,
particularly for cardiovascular indications and diabetes; only a
small number of patients were taking paracetamol (0.4%), other
analgesic agents (<2.5%), or other agents that could cause GI upsets
(<10%).


Average patient compliance was >97% in all groups. Twenty-
three patients (5.0%) prematurely discontinued the study, with
similar numbers across the treatment groups. Two patients were
randomised but not treated (both lipid 1200 mg group). The most
common reason for premature discontinuation was ‘Other’ (10
patients [2.2%]) most frequently due to patients attending the
clinic early for their follow-up appointment (primarily due to
symptom resolution). Eight patients (1.7%) withdrew due to AEs,
two patients (0.4%) due to protocol deviation, and one patient
(0.2%) because knee flare was resolved. Note: patients who

el 1200 mg Soft-gel 2400 mg Total


100.0) 159 (100.0) 462 (100.0)


8.7) 94 (59.1) 272 (58.9)
1.3) 65 (40.9) 190 (41.1)


) 3 (1.9) 13 (2.8)
) 2 (1.3) 13 (2.8)
91.6) 152 (95.6) 425 (92.0)
) 2 (1.3) 11 (2.4)


13.0) 53.3 (12.6) 52.2 (13.1)
18, 69) 56.0 (19, 69) 55.0 (18, 70)


83.9) 124 (78.0) 368 (79.7)
6.1) 35 (22.0) 94 (20.3)


4.2) 88 (55.3) 247 (53.5)
5.8) 71 (44.7) 215 (46.5)
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discontinued were included in the primary FAS analyses unless
they did not have WOMAC at baseline and at least one on-
treatment (during the first 5-day treatment course) assessment
of WOMAC pain score (or an important protocol violation for the
per protocol analysis). A total of 130 patients received a second
treatment course (44 lipid 1200 mg, 46 soft-gel 1200 mg, 40 soft-
gel 2400 mg) (Fig. 1).


Efficacy results


After 5 days' treatment (completion of Course 1), meanWOMAC
pain subscale scores in the FAS were lower, indicating improve-
ment, in all three treatment groups: lipid 1200 mg change from
5.72 to 3.05, soft-gel 1200 mg from 5.60 to 3.26, and soft-gel

Fig. 1. CONSOR

2400 mg from 5.61 to 2.82 (Table II). Differences in the adjusted
means between the lipid 1200 mg and soft-gel groups regarding
changes from baseline to the end of Course 1 were �0.26 (95%
CI: �0.69, 0.17) for the comparison lipid 1200 mg vs soft-gel
1200 mg, and 0.19 (95% CI: �0.24, 0.62) for the comparison lipid
1200 mg vs soft-gel 2400 mg. Since the whole of the 95% CIs lay
below the pre-defined non-inferiority margin of 0.8 (but above the
superiority margin of 0), lipid 1200 mg was concluded to be non-
inferior both to soft-gel 1200 mg and 2400 mg (Table II, Fig. 2).
These FAS results were confirmed by the supportive analysis in the
per protocol population, and by the sensitivity analysis using BOCF
for missing data (see online appendix). Comparison of thetwo soft-
gel groups showed that the non-inferiority criteria was not met
between the soft gel 1200 mg and 2400 mg groups. Furthermore,

T diagram.







Table II
WOMAC scores after 5 days of treatment (Full Analysis Set)


Lipid 1200 mg Soft-gel 1200 mg Soft-gel 2400 mg


Number of patients in analysis set 145 152 155
Pain Scale score, n in analysis 145 152 155
Baseline score, mean (SD) 5.72 (1.64) 5.60 (1.69) 5.61 (1.64)
End of Course 1 (5 days) (mean [SD]) 3.05 (2.11) 3.26 (2.14) 2.82 (2.25)


Change from baseline to end of Course 1:
Adjusted mean (SE)* �2.42 (0.17) �2.16 (0.17) �2.61 (0.17)
95% confidence interval* (�2.76, �2.09) (�2.49, �1.84) (�2.94, �2.29)


Difference (lipid 1200 e soft-gel)
Adjusted mean (SE)* �0.26 (0.22) 0.19 (0.22)
(95% CI)*, P-value (superiority)*y (�0.69, 0.17), 0.2327 (�0.24, 0.62), 0.3799


Total score, n in analysis 144 149 154
Baseline score, mean (SD) 5.44 (1.74) 5.49 (1.62) 5.45 (1.70)
End of Course 1 (5 days) (mean [SD]) 2.94 (2.04) 3.13 (2.05) 2.77 (2.16)


Change from baseline to end of Course 1:
Adjusted mean (SE)* �2.32 (0.16) �2.18 (0.16) �2.53 (0.15)
95% confidence interval* (�2.63, �2.01) (�2.49, �1.87) (�2.84, �2.23)


Difference (lipid 1200 e soft-gel)
Adjusted mean (SE)* �0.14 (0.21) 0.21 (0.20)
(95% CI)*, P-value*y (�0.54, 0.26), 0.4908 (�0.19, 0.61), 0.3012


Stiffness score, n in analysis 144 152 154
Baseline score, mean (SD) 6.38 (1.91) 6.06 (1.96) 6.15 (2.03)
End of Course 1 (5 days) (mean [SD]) 3.29 (2.36) 3.57 (2.40) 3.18 (2.38)


Change from baseline to end of Course 1:
Adjusted mean (SE)* �2.78 (0.19) �2.38 (0.19) �2.80 (0.19)
95% confidence interval* (�3.16, �2.40) (�2.75, �2.02) (�3.17, �2.43)


Difference (lipid 1200 e soft-gel)
Adjusted mean (SE)* �0.40 (0.25) 0.02 (0.25)
(95% CI)*, P-value*y (�0.88, 0.09), 0.1098 (�0.47, 0.50), 0.9434


Function score, n in analysis 145 149 155
Baseline score, mean (SD) 5.25 (1.92) 5.39 (1.71) 5.32 (1.82)
End of Course 1 (5 days) (mean [SD]) 2.86 (2.05) 3.06 (2.09) 2.72 (2.17)


Change from baseline to end of Course 1:
Adjusted mean (SE)* �2.26 (0.16) �2.14 (0.16) �2.46 (0.15)
95% confidence interval* (�2.57, �1.95) (�2.44, �1.83) (�2.77, �2.16)


Difference (lipid 1200 e soft-gel)
Adjusted mean (SE)* �0.12 (0.20) 0.21 (0.20)
(95% CI)*, P-value*y (�0.52, 0.28), 0.5598 (�0.19, 0.60), 0.3056


WOMAC scores range from 0 (best outcome) to 10 (worst outcome).
Negative values indicate an improvement from baseline.


* ANCOVA on observed data including treatment, pooled centre and baseline WOMAC total score terms.
y Standard 2-sided 5% significance level for superiority.
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the 95% CI for this comparison did not include zero, suggesting soft-
gel 1200 mg is less effective than soft-gel 2400 mg, consistent with
expected dose-dependent benefits. It is noteworthy that this
comparison was not formally pre-planned but was produced with
the statistical model output.


Mean GSRS total scores (main secondary efficacy endpoint)
were low at baseline and only small changes were seen during the
study (adjustedmean changes: 0.08 for lipid 1200mg, 0.05 for soft-
gel 1200 mg, 0.13 for soft-gel 2400 mg). Differences in the adjusted
means for the comparison lipid 1200 mg vs soft-gel groups were
0.03 (95% CI: �0.08, 0.13) for soft-gel 1200 mg, and �0.05 (95%
CI: �0.16, 0.05) for soft-gel 2400 mg (Table III). Mean GSRS
dimension scores over time (i.e., other secondary endpoints) were
generally marginally higher or unchanged at the end of Course 1
compared with baseline, and none were statistically significant.


For the additional secondary endpoints, meanWOMAC subscale
scores (total, stiffness and function scores) were all lower, indi-
cating improvement, at the end of Course 1 compared to baseline in
all three treatment groups. No statistically significant differences
emerged between treatment groups regarding changes from
baseline to the end of Course 1 in any of the WOMAC subscale
scores analysed (Table II).


NRS scores for pain, stiffness, patient-nominated activity, and
swelling decreased each day from baseline until the end of Course 1
in all treatment groups, with patients reporting increased benefits
each day over the 5-day treatment period. Results in the lipid

1200 mg group tended to be numerically closer to those in the soft-
gel 2400mg group and higher than the soft-gel 1200mg group (not
statistically significant). However, the difference between lipid
1200 mg and soft-gel 1200 mg for swelling reached nominal sta-
tistical significance after treatment completion (adjusted mean
difference �0.4, 95% CI: �0.8, �0.0, P ¼ 0.04) (Fig. 3).


Mean global NRS assessment scores were similar for all treat-
ment groups at baseline, being approximately 50% lower (indi-
cating improvement) in each group after Course 1. Greatest
improvement was seen in the soft-gel 2400 mg group, followed by
the lipid 1200 mg group (�3.1 in the soft-gel 2400 mg group, �2.8
in the lipid 1200 mg group, and �2.6 in the soft-gel 1200 mg
group). Differences in the adjusted means between the lipid
1200 mg and soft-gel groups in the changes from baseline to the
end of Course 1 were �0.2 (95% CI: �0.7, 0.3, P ¼ 0.43) for the
comparison lipid 1200 mg vs soft-gel 1200 mg, and 0.3 (95%
CI: �0.2, 0.7, P ¼ 0.30) for the comparison lipid 1200 mg vs soft-gel
2400 mg.


The percentage of responders according to OMERACT-OARSI
criteria was lowest in the soft-gel 1200 mg group (69.7%), fol-
lowed by 73.1% in the lipid 1200 mg group and 76.1% in the soft-gel
2400mg group. Similarly, most patients assessed their knee flare as
controlled (i.e., fully controlled/under control) at the end of Course
1: 81 patients (55.9%) in the lipid 1200 mg group, 75 patients
(49.3%) in the soft-gel 1200 mg group, 92 patients (59.4%) in the
soft-gel 2400 mg group. The odds ratio for responders (i.e., fully







Fig. 2. Effect of treatment on WOMAC pain subscale scores.
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controlled/under control) at the end of Course 1 for the comparison
lipid 1200 mg vs soft-gel 1200 mg was 1.25 (95% CI: 0.76, 2.06),
indicating higher odds of response in the lipid 1200 mg group. The
odds ratio was below one for the comparison lipid 1200 mg vs soft-
gel 2400 mg (0.82, 95% CI: 0.50, 1.34) (Table IV).


Of the 130 patients who opted for a second course (total treat-
ment duration 10 days), knee flare was fully controlled/under
control in 58 patients (44.6%): 22 patients (50.0%) in the lipid
1200 mg group, 12 patients (26.1%) in the soft-gel 1200 mg group,
and 24 patients (60.0%) in the soft-gel 2400 mg group.


Safety results


The number of patients with at least 1 AE was 54 (36.5%) in the
lipid 1200 mg group, 53 (34.2%) in the soft-gel 1200 mg group, and
65 (40.9%) in the soft-gel 2400 mg group. Most AEs were mild or
moderate in severity, with two patients per group experiencing
severe AEs. Overall, GI AEs were most frequently reported: 26.4% in
the lipid 1200 mg group, 30.3% in the soft-gel 1200 mg group, and

Table III
Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale (GSRS) scores after 5 days of treatment (Full Ana


Lipid 1200 mg
N ¼ 145


Total score, n in analysis 145
Change from baseline to end of Course 1:
Adjusted mean (SE)* 0.08 (0.04)
95% confidence interval* (�0.00, 0.16)


Difference (lipid 1200 e soft-gel)
Adjusted mean (SE)*
95% confidence interval*, P-value*y


GSRS scores range from 1 (best outcome) to 7 (worst outcome).
Positive changes from baseline indicate deterioration in GSRS outcome.


* ANCOVA on observed data including treatment, pooled centre and baseline GSRS to
y Standard 2-sided 5% significance level for superiority.

33.3% in the soft-gel 2400mg group. The odds ratio for GI AEs in the
soft-gel 2400 mg group compared to the lipid 1200 mg group was
1.40 (95% CI: 0.85, 2.29), P ¼ 0.18 (post-hoc analysis).


The percentage of patients with drug-related AEs based on
Investigator blinded assessment was lower in the lipid 1200 mg
group (18.9% compared to 23.9% in the soft-gel 1200 mg group and
31.4% in the soft-gel 2400 mg group). The most frequently reported
drug-related AEs were GI disorders (16.2% for lipid 1200 mg, 22.6%
for soft-gel 1200 mg, 28.3% for soft-gel 2400 mg) (Table V). The
odds ratio in the soft-gel 2400 mg group compared to the lipid
1200 mg group for drug-related GI AEs was statistically significant:
2.04 (95% CI: 1.17, 3.56, P ¼ 0.01) (post-hoc analysis).


Nine patients discontinued study drug due to AEs, the most
common being diarrhoea (three patients), abdominal discomfort
(two patients), and dyspepsia (two patients). Five discontinuations
were in the soft-gel 2400 mg group. One patient in the soft-gel
2400 mg group experienced a serious, severe AE of worsening
endometriosis and led to study drug discontinuation, although this
was considered unrelated to treatment.

lysis Set)


Soft-gel 1200 mg
N ¼ 152


Soft-gel 2400 mg
N ¼ 155


149 154


0.05 (0.04) 0.13 (0.04)
(�0.03, 0.14) (0.05, 0.21)


0.03 (0.05) �0.05 (0.05)
(�0.08, 0.13), 0.6331 (�0.16, 0.05), 0.3373


tal score terms.
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Fig. 3. Change from baseline in self-reported symptoms (NRS evaluation).


Table IV
Responses after 5 days, as assessed by OMERACT-OARSI criteria and knee flare response Categories


Lipid 1200 mg
N ¼ 145


Soft-gel 1200 mg
N ¼ 152


Soft-gel 2400 mg
N ¼ 155


OMERACT-OARSI Response, n in analysis 145 152 155
Number (%) of responders 106 (73.1) 106 (69.7) 118 (76.1)
95% confidence interval (%)* (65.1, 80.1) (61.8, 76.9) (68.6, 82.6)


Difference (lipid 1200 e soft-gel)y
Odds ratio 1.135 0.833
95% confidence interval (0.674, 1.914) (0.488, 1.422)
P-value 0.6349 0.5056


Knee Flare Response Categories, n in analysis 145 152 155
End of Course 1 (5 days) score [N (%)]:


� Fully controlled 19 (13.1) 17 (11.2) 27 (17.4)
� Under control 62 (42.8) 58 (38.2) 65 (41.9)
� Partially controlled 44 (30.3) 51 (33.6) 48 (31.0)
� Not under control 20 (13.8) 26 (17.1) 15 (9.7)
Number (%) of responders at the end of Course 1 (5 days): 81 (55.9) 75 (49.3) 92 (59.4)
95% confidence interval (%)* (47.4, 64.1) (41.1, 57.6) (51.2, 67.2)


Difference (lipid 1200 e soft-gel)y
Odds ratio 1.251 0.820
95% confidence interval (0.759, 2.062) (0.501, 1.341)
P-value 0.3763 0.4204


OMERACT-OARSI response: Response defined as improvement in WOMAC pain or function of �50% with change of �2, or improvement in at least two of: 1) pain �20% with
change of �1, 2) function �20% with change of �1, 3) global assessment �20% with change of �1.
Knee flare response categories: Response defined as knee flare category of ‘Fully controlled’ or ‘Under control’.
Odds ratios >1 indicate higher odds of response in lipid 1200.


* Exact (Clopper-Pearson) confidence interval for a binomial proportion.
y CMH statistics controlling for pooled centre.
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Table V
Drug-related adverse events reported for >1% of patients in any treatment group (Treated Set)


System Organ Class Preferred term Lipid 1200 mg
N (%)


Soft-gel 1200 mg
N (%)


Soft-gel 2400 mg
N (%)


Number of patients 148 (100.0) 155 (100.0) 159 (100.0)
Number of patients with at least one drug-related AE 28 (18.9) 37 (23.9) 50 (31.4)
Gastrointestinal disorders 24 (16.2) 35 (22.6) 45 (28.3)
Diarrhoea 5 (3.4) 8 (5.2) 8 (5.0)
Nausea 7 (4.7) 7 (4.5) 8 (5.0)
Abdominal distension 4 (2.7) 4 (2.6) 12 (7.5)
Abdominal discomfort 7 (4.7) 3 (1.9) 9 (5.7)
Dyspepsia 3 (2.0) 7 (4.5) 11 (6.9)
Constipation 4 (2.7) 2 (1.3) 6 (3.8)
Flatulence 2 (1.4) 5 (3.2) 5 (3.1)
Abdominal pain upper 2 (1.4) 8 (5.2) 5 (3.1)
Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease 1 (0.7) 5 (3.2) 7 (4.4)
Eructation 3 (2.0) 4 (2.6) 5 (3.1)
Gastrointestinal motility disorder 1 (0.7) 3 (1.9) 2 (1.3)
Abdominal pain 2 (1.4) 3 (1.9) 6 (3.8)
Gastrointestinal sounds abnormal 3 (2.0) 4 (2.6) 4 (2.5)
Defaecation urgency 1 (0.7) 1 (0.6) 2 (1.3)
Faeces hard 0 (0.0) 1 (0.6) 3 (1.9)
Abdominal tenderness 1 (0.7) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.3)


General disorders and administration site conditions 1 (0.7) 1 (0.6) 4 (2.5)
Nervous system disorders 3 (2.0) 2 (1.3) 1 (0.6)
Headache 2 (1.4) 2 (1.3) 0 (0.0)


Vascular disorders 2 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
Hypertension 2 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
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Discussion


We believe this is the first large-scale study to investigate
episodic knee pain flares in primary care patients. The FLARE study
was designed to address the need for effective, short-term treat-
ment for relief of flaring knee pain. The primary study endpoint was
change from baseline after 5 days' treatment in the WOMAC pain
scale score, and the primary analysiswas the test for non-inferiority
between treatments. The outcome of the primary analysis was that
improvements in WOMAC pain scale score were observed in all
three treatment groups and lipid 1200 mg treatment was non-
inferior to soft-gel 1200 mg and 2400 mg. This finding was
confirmed by the outcome of the supportive analyses. For NRS
endpoints, results for lipid 1200 mg were remarkably consistent
with the soft-gel 2400 mg group.


Knee OA is a leading cause of knee pain and is associated with
disability and functional limitations in adults.31 It has been ranked
alongside heart disease, depressive symptomatology and stroke
for resulting levels of disability.32 Up to one-third of older adults
(>55 years) show radiological evidence of knee OA, indicating an
annual prevalence of 25%.2,33 The study patient cohort is younger
than normally found in typical OA trials and was recruited from
primary care settings, suggesting representation of early clinical
phase OA.


NSAIDs are commonly used to treat knee pain and OA, most
frequently ibuprofen14,15 which is typically administered at a daily
dose of 1200 mg.34 The higher 2400 mg dose has shown additional
anti-inflammatory properties and may be used for conditions such
as rheumatoid arthritis and ankylosing spondylitis. A meta-analysis
assessed the effectiveness of different preparations and doses of
NSAIDs on OA pain and showed all preparations, irrespective of
dose, improved point estimates of pain symptoms compared with
placebo, with higher NSAID dosages being most effective.35


The GSRS total score was the key secondary study endpoint
because most common AEs associated with ibuprofen are GI-
related. However, mean GSRS total scores were low at baseline
and only small changes were seen during the study. Mean GSRS
dimension scores (abdominal pain, constipation, diarrhoea, indi-
gestion, reflux) also showed only small changes, with no

statistically significant differences between the treatment groups,
suggesting the GSRS may not be an appropriate tool to detect
changes in GI symptoms in this patient population, or may be un-
suitable for short-term studies.


Pain, stiffness, patient-nominated activity, and swelling NRS
scores decreased daily from baseline until the end of Course 1 in all
treatment groups, with patients reporting increased benefits each
day throughout the 5-day treatment period. Although differences
between treatment groups did not reach statistical significance,
there was a trend for the results in the lipid 1200 mg group to be
numerically closer to those in the soft-gel 2400 mg group, and
higher than those in the soft-gel 1200 mg group. It is noteworthy
that the difference between lipid 1200 mg and soft-gel 1200 mg
groups for swelling reached nominal statistical significance after
treatment, and the WOMAC stiffness score also showed a closer
result to the soft-gel 2400 mg group. This could indicate an anti-
inflammatory effect of the lipid 1200 mg treatment that was
closer to the soft-gel 2400 mg group. However, these findings
require further investigation.


Responder analyses also supported the primary and secondary
efficacy analyses, with responder rates according to OMERACT-
OARSI criteria being lowest in the soft-gel 1200 mg group
(69.7%), followed by the lipid 1200 mg group (73.1%) and the soft-
gel 2400mg group (76.1%). The percentage of responders per group
was relatively high compared with published data from OA trials
where a responder rate of approximately 60% has been reported.36


This probably reflects the patient population in the current study
that comprised patients with short-term, self-limiting knee pain
compared to usual OA populations.


Although the mechanism of action for the lipid formulation has
yet to be fully defined, lipid drug delivery systems appear to target
the lymphatic part of the immune system rather than reaching the
systemic circulation via the portal vein and liver from the small
intestine as is commonly the case with oral treatments.37 This
means there is a reduction in first-pass metabolism and potential
for higher lymphatic-mediated ibuprofen lipoprotein fraction drug
exposure.37 Theoretically, the trend of enhanced efficacy seen in
the lipid 1200 mg group compared with the soft-gel 1200 mg
group may be due to lipid-mediated lymphatic targeting of the
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immune system.37 Further research is needed to evaluate this
hypothesis.


The study treatments were well-tolerated and no new safety
issues emerged. AEs occurred with lowest frequency in the lipid
1200 mg group and at highest frequency in the soft-gel 2400 mg
group. The most common AEs/drug-related AEs were GI disorders,
a known ibuprofen adverse effect. A post-hoc analysis revealed
significantly more drug-related GI AEs in the soft-gel 2400 mg
group compared to the lipid 1200mg group (P¼ 0.01), indicating as
expected that the lipid 1200 mg formulation is likely to be gastro-
sparing. No drug-related cardiovascular events were noted which
was unsurprising given the short treatment duration. However,
given that the cardiovascular effects of ibuprofen are dose and
time-related,18,19 this new lipid ibuprofen formulation may be ad-
vantageous in reducing dose-related AEs in patients with cardio-
vascular risk factors. Further long-term studies are needed to
substantiate this hypothesis.


This was a ground-breaking study as patients were recruited
from the community setting and treated within 24 h of developing
spontaneous flaring knee pain. However, limitations to the study
design included the lack of a placebo arm, although ibuprofen has
been unequivocally shown to have a dose response for pain
reduction and we intended to detect treatment differences rather
than confirming previously proven efficacy. Patients were only
followed-up for a short time; future studies may incorporate a
longer follow-up period to assess duration of post-knee flare res-
olution. However, patients with other clear causes of knee flares
were excluded, which narrows the study population towards the
early stage OA population.


In conclusion, a new low-dose lipid formulation of ibuprofen
1200 mg/day was non-inferior to standard soft-gel ibuprofen cap-
sules 1200 mg/day and 2400 mg/day in relieving flaring knee pain.
The outcome of the primary efficacy analysis was robust and sup-
ported by secondary efficacy analyses. The response in the soft-gel
groups appeared to be dose-related, with the soft-gel 1200 mg
group being inferior to the soft-gel 2400 mg group. For the NRS
assessments, the lipid 1200 mg group was more closely aligned
with the soft-gel 2400 mg group than the soft-gel 1200 mg group.
The lipid 1200 mg treatment also showed numerically greater
improvements in other secondary endpoints, such as swelling and
stiffness, compared to soft-gel 1200 mg and comparable results to
the 2400 mg group. This is the first time over such a short duration
that a lipid formulation of ibuprofen 1200 mg/day has been shown
to be as effective as ibuprofen 2400mg/day in relieving flaring joint
pain and may provide information for patient self-management
together with guidance for clinicians on treatment of early
stage OA.
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s u m m a r y


Purpose: Multiple phenotypes characterized by different disease mechanisms have been hypothesized
to explain the large variability in the knee osteoarthritis (KOA) population. The purpose of this
study was: to estimate and compare the medial and lateral knee compression forces (CF) during gait of
three subgroups of KOA subjects characterized by different alignment and cartilage disruption
patterns.
Methods: A secondary data analysis was conducted on a sample of 39 KOA subjects and 18 controls (C).
The patients were classified in the different groups according to the following criteria:
Varus medial disease (VMD) (12): varus alignment and predominant medial cartilage degeneration Varus
generalized disease (VGD) (17): varus alignment and cartilage degeneration that extends to the lateral
compartment.
Neutral alignment (NA) (10): neutral alignment.
The total, medial and lateral CF corrected for body weight were estimated using an inverse dynamics
model (AnyBody Modeling System, AnyBody Technology) during stance.
Results: The impulse of the medial compressive force (MCF) (overall effect of the CF over the stance) was
significantly higher (P < 0.01) in the VMD compared to all the other groups. Peak MCF was higher in the
VMD compared to all the other groups, but the difference reached significance only when compared to
the VGD group (P < 0.05).
The results of the regression analysis showed a significant relationship in the VMD group between
alignment and impulse of the MCF (R2 ¼ 0.62; P < 0.01). This relationship disappears in the other
groups.
Conclusions: These findings suggest the existence of a phenotype characterized by increased MCF.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis Research Society International.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-


nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction


Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is one of the most common
degenerative joint diseases and a major cause of disability in
the world1,2. KOA is a multi-factorial disease initiated by bio-
logical, morphological and biomechanical factors3. It is thought
that various phenotypes, characterized by different disease
mechanisms, should be identified in the KOA population4,5.

. Andrea, Institute of Applied
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The identification of KOA phenotypes would allow for targeted
treatment; whereby subgroups of patients characterized by
distinct disease mechanisms may demonstrate treatment
effects which may otherwise be lost when looking at KOA as a
whole6.


Previous research has shown that knee malalignment is a key
factor in a hypothesized KOA phenotype characterized by dis-
rupted biomechanics7,8. In particular, knee varus malalignment
has been found to be associated with a greater risk of medial
disease9,10 and increased moments around the knee, commonly
measured through the knee adduction moment (KAM)11e14.
Despite this, previous research has failed in identifying significant
differences in the knee compressive force (CF) between a group of
subjects with varus alignment and medial KOA and a group of
controls15. Moreover, biomechanical interventions (e.g., lateral
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wedged insoles; knee braces) aiming at unloading the medial
compartment showed inconclusive results when tested on these
subjects16. A possible explanation is that subjects with varus
alignment, medial disease and signs of cartilage degeneration
extending to the lateral compartment may be characterized by
different patterns of mechanical stress if compared to subjects
with exclusive medial disease5,17. Indeed, it is not yet clear if
subjects with varus alignment and predominantly medial disease
have a higher medial compressive force (MCF) than subjects with
KOA and normal alignment or subjects with varus alignment and a
disease that spreads to the lateral compartment. Identifying and
comparing subgroups of subjects who may respond better to
biomechanical interventions may help the development of treat-
ments to improve the load distribution and KOA progression in
malaligned knees.


Therefore, the aims of this study were: (1) to compare the knee
joint CF and medical resonance imaging (MRI) biomarkers in a
group of subjects with varus malalignment and predominant
medial disease (VMD) with a group of KOA subjects with varus
malalignment and more generalized disease (VGD); a group of KOA
subjects with neutral alignment (NA); and a group of controls (C);
(2) to explore the relationship between alignment and MCFs across
subgroups of subjects.

Methods


Sample selection


A secondary data analysis was performed on data from a sample
of subjects collected at Glasgow Caledonian University from a
previous study (www.clinicaltrials.gov NCT02314715). KOA sub-
jects were included if they: have KOA diagnosis confirmed by a
physician using American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria,
are aged 40 years and over. Controls participants were included if
they: have no history of unilateral/bilateral KOA, in the past
3 months had no current chronic/stable knee pain, are aged 40
years or over. Potential participants were excluded if they: had
neuromuscular illness (e.g., Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson's disease),
have had knee surgery for KOA in the past 12 months (e.g., knee
arthroplasty, arthroscopic debridement), have had injection to or
around the knee, have insulin dependent diabetes, are unable to
walk up and down the stairs. The original sample included 18
healthy controls (C) and 61 subjects with clinical diagnosed tibio-
femoral KOA. For the purpose of the current study, subjects with a
body mass index (BMI) higher than 40 were excluded due to the
soft tissues artefacts error that may emerge from the 3D gait
analysis (n ¼ 5)18,19. Ten subjects were excluded because they had
valgus alignment ��2�. Six subjects were excluded because they

Table I
Adapted BLOKS score


Size of cartilage loss as %
of articular surface area


% of the cartilage loss
that is full thickness


Combined score (
full thickness use


0 0 0.0
1 0 1.0
1 1 1.1
2 0 2.0
2 1 2.1
2 2 2.2
3 0 3.0
3 1 3.1
3 2 3.2
3 3 3.3


* The score describing the size of cartilage loss and the size of full thickness lesions w
scores were combined in a single number where the portion before the decimal point re
represents the score for the amount of full thickness cartilage loss (Table I).

presented conditions that could significantly alter the load distri-
bution during the gait (cane use [n ¼ 1], contralateral total knee
replacement [n ¼ 5])20. One subject was excluded because it was
not possible to obtain three sets of gait analysis data inwhich all the
markers were visible. A total of 18 controls and 39 subjects were
therefore used for the current study.


MRI


The most symptomatic knee of each subject was imaged using a
1.5T Siemens Avanto with i-pat 8 channel knee coil (pixel size
varying from 0.41667 mm to 0.5625 mm, depending on the
sequence). MRIs were assessed according to the Boston Leeds
Osteoarthritis Knee Score (BLOKS) (cartilage lesions: K ¼ 0.73; 95%
CI 0.60e0.85; bone marrow lesion (BML): K ¼ 0.72; 95% CI
0.58e0.87; meniscal damage: K ¼ 0.79, 95% CI 0.40e1.00) by an
experienced radiologist blinded to subjects' clinical characteristics
and groups. Scans were taken the same day or within 2 weeks of
the gait analysis assessment. Biomarkers, describing the size of
cartilage loss and the size of full thickness lesions, were used to
classify the patients in the three KOA groups (NA, VGD, VMD) The
two scores were combined in a single number where the portion
before the decimal point represents the score for the size of the
lesion and the portion after the decimal point represents the score
for the amount of full thickness cartilage loss (Table I). A BLOKS
score equal or higher than 2.0 in the medial compartment and
equal or lower than 1.0 in the lateral compartment was used as a
cut-off to identify subjects with predominant medial disease. A
BLOKS score equal or lower than 1.0 in the lateral compartment
signifies that the cartilage degeneration involves less than 10% of
the articular surface and that there are no full thickness lesions.


The presence of BML and meniscal damage assessed with the
BLOKS score was also used to characterize the different groups. Size
of BML by bone volume in percentage was used for the purpose of
this study (BLOKS 0e3). BML scored 2 or higher were considered in
the analysis as large BML. For the meniscal damage, we used
dichotomous scores indicating the presence of meniscal tears, and
meniscal maceration.


Gait analysis


Each subject's kinematic data during self-selected normal
walking speed was recorded using an eight-infrared-camera sys-
tem (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden). Ground reaction forces
were collected using a floor embedded force plate (9286BA, Kistler
Group, Winterthur, Switzerland). Both systems were synchronized
and data sampled at 120 Hz. An estimation of the Hip Knee Ankle
(HKA) angle was carried out using the infrared camera following

size of cartilage loss and % of
d in the current study)*


Description of the combined score


No lesions
<10% of region, no full thickness
<10% of region, <10% full thickness
10e75% of region, no full thickness
10e75% of region, <10% full thickness
10e75% of region, 10e75% full thickness
>75% of region, no full thickness
>75% of region, <10% full thickness
>75% of region, 10e75% full thickness
>75% of region, >75% full thickness


ere used to classify the patients in the three KOA groups (NA, VGD, VMD). The two
presents the score for the size of the lesion and the portion after the decimal point
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the process described by Gibson et al. (2010) (Pearson's correlation
coefficient between optical and radiographic frontal alignment
measurements r ¼ 0.75; intraclass correlation coefficient ¼ 0.85)21.
A standing reference pose was captured before the walking trials
with 31 markers placed on palpable bony landmarks throughout
the lower limb to define an anatomical reference frame for each
segment. A set of 26 markers was used for tracking the dynamic
trials (Additional File 1).


Data processing


The medial, lateral and total knee CF were estimated using an
adaptation of the anatomically scaled model from Lund et al. and
Marra et al. which showed a strong ability to predict instrumentally
measured internal knee CFs (R2 ¼ 0.73 and R2 ¼ 0.85 respec-
tively)22,23. Briefly, a stick-figure model was created based on
markers on anatomical landmarks from the standing reference
trial, which subsequently estimated joint kinematics through an
inverse kinematics approach during the dynamic trials24. The joint
morphology of the stick-figure, the estimated joint angles and
measured ground reaction forces and moments were used as input
to a lower extremity model based on the Twente Lower Extremity
(TLEM) data set25. The generic musculoskeletal model was
morphed to the joint morphology of the stick-figure based on a
Radial Basis Function (RBF) interpolation scheme as explained in
Lund et al.22. To estimate muscle and joint reaction forces, an in-
verse dynamic analysis approach was applied using muscle activ-
ities (muscle force divided by instantaneous muscle strength)
cubed as muscle recruitment criterion subject to the dynamic
equilibrium equations and inequality constraints ensuring that the
muscles can only pull and not push. To account for the muscle
discretization in the TLEM data set, a normalization factor based on
the muscle physiological cross sectional area (PCSA) was applied.
Themodel estimated the knee joint reaction forces andmoments in
a tibial coordinate system defined as described by Grood and
Suntay26. Finally, the medial and lateral knee CFs were estimated
based on the total knee CF and the abduction/adduction moment
assuming moment arms as described by Seedhom et al.27.


The medial, lateral and total peak CF and the CF impulse (overall
effect of the CF) were calculated as the average of themedial, lateral
and total peak CF and CF impulse during the three trial repetitions
and during the stance phase, respectively. All the estimated forces
were corrected for bodyweight (BM*9.81). All the simulations were
run using the AnyBody Modeling System v. 6.0.5 (AnyBody Tech-
nology, Aalborg, Denmark).


Classification process


The KOA subjects were classified using MRI cartilage biomarkers
assessed with the BLOKS (see Table I) and the HKA. The patients
were classified in the different groups based on the following
criteria: VMD group (12): varus alignment (�2�) and cartilage
degeneration predominantly in the medial compartment
(BLOKS � 2.0 in the tibial or femoral medial compartment and
BLOKS � 1.0 in both femur and tibial lateral compartments). VGD
group (17): varus alignment (�2�) and cartilage degeneration that
extends to the lateral compartment (BLOKS > 1.0 in the lateral
compartment or BLOKS lateral compartment� BLOKS in themedial
compartment). NA (10): neutral alignment (�2�< x < 2�).


Statistical analysis


KruskaleWallis test with post hoc Bonferroni correction was
used to evaluate differences in demographic and disease charac-
teristics. To examine between-group differences in the estimated

knee CF, one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used with
walking speed included as a covariate. Assumptions for the use of
the ANCOVA models were evaluated before running the analysis.
Sidak post hoc correction and bias-corrected and accelerated
bootstrap (1000 samples) were performed. Differences in the
presence of BML and meniscal damage were assessed using a
Fisher's exact test with Bonferroni correction for multiple com-
parisons. Due to the possibility that subjects classified in the VGD
group may have a milder disease (e.g., medial and lateral
compartment BLOKS score ¼ 1.0) a sensitivity analysis was per-
formed excluding subjects with maximal BLOKS score ¼ 1.0. The
relationship between alignment andmedial compartment loadwas
further analysed with a regression model, introducing group
membership as a moderator (i.e., a variable that changes the size
and/or direction of the relationship between two other variables).
Bonferroni post hoc correction and bias-corrected and accelerated
bootstrap (1000 samples) were performed. Assumptions for the use
of the moderation model were evaluated before running the
analysis. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05, all the P values
reported are adjusted for multiple comparisons. Statistics were
performed with SPSS version 22 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY).


Results


There was no difference in age and disease duration between
groups (Table II). Subjects in the C group had the lowest BMI
(P¼ 0.019 compared to the VGD group) all other combinationswere
not significant. The VMD had the worst alignment but no statistical
difference was identified between the VMD and VGD group. The
VMD subjects walked at the lowest speed (P ¼ 0.02 compared to C
and P ¼ 0.034 compared to NA), all other combinations were not
significant. All the subjects classified in the VGD group had a BLOKS
score in the lateral compartment (either tibia or femur) �1.0. Seven
subjects classified in the VGD group had mild cartilage de-
generations (highest BLOKS score in either compartment¼ 1.0) and
were therefore excluded in the sensitivity analysis.


The impulse of the MCF was significantly higher in the VMD
compared to all the other groups (P¼ 0.005 C; 0.004 NA; 0.006 VGD
group respectively) (Table III). TheMCF peakwas higher in the VMD
compared to the VGD group (P ¼ 0.008) (Fig. 1), all other combi-
nations were not significant. No statistical differences were found
in the lateral compartment CF impulse. The lateral compressive
force (LCF) peak was significantly higher in the C (P ¼ 0.005) when
compared to the VGD and VMD (P ¼ 0.027 and 0.003 respectively),
while the NA group showed a higher LCF peak only when compared
to the VMD (P¼ 0.005), all other combinations were not significant.
The peak of the total CF was lower in the VGD group comparedwith
controls (P ¼ 0.03) which showed the highest peak. The VMD
showed the highest impulse of the total CF, this difference was
significant only compared to the VGD group (P ¼ 0.04). Sensitivity
analysis showed no differences with the main analysis.


Subjects in the VMD group showed a higher prevalence of
meniscal maceration in the medial compartment compared to all
the other groups (VMD: 92%, VGD: 28%, NA 10%, C: 6%; P < 0.05);
and a higher prevalence of large BML in the tibia medial
compartment (VMD: 83%, VGD: 29%, NA 0%, C: 6%) and in the femur
medial compartment (VMD: 58%, VGD: 18%, NA 10%, C: 6%)
compared to all the other groups (P < 0.05). No differences were
identified for these features in the lateral compartment. No differ-
ences were identified in the prevalence of meniscal tears both in
the medial (C: 15%, NA: 20%, VGD: 45%, VMD: 20%) and lateral (C:
22.2%, NA 30%, VGD 23.5%, 8.3%) menisci.


To test the hypothesis that the group membership moderates
the relationship between medial CF impulse and knee frontal
alignment, a hierarchical multiple regression analysis was







Table II
Demographic and disease characteristic


C (1) NA (2) VGD (3) VMD (4)


Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR


Height (cm) 168.2 10 161.5 22 161.5 18.0 170.2 13
Weight (kg) 67.5 15 72.8 23 78.8 35 79 35
BMI (kg*m�2) 23.63 4.9 24.7 7.1 29.61 6.8 28.5 7.7
Age (years) 63 18.6 62.9 7.5 62.5 8.2 65.1 11.6
Alignment (degrees) 2.64 4.48 0.43,4 1.7 3.02 3.0 6.31,2 4.6
Symptoms duration (years)* 0.0 0.0 9.0 10.5 5.0 9.0 6.5 14.5
Walking speed (m/s) 1.323,4 0.223 1.24 0.25 1.131 0.14 1.071,2 0.19


IQR: interquartile range.
All: significantly different from all the other phenotypes (P < 0.05).
1: Significantly different from group 1 (C) (P < 0.05)
2: Significantly different from group 2 (NA) (P < 0.05).
3: Significantly different from group 3 (VGD) (P < 0.05).
4: Significantly different from group 4 (VMD) (P < 0.05).


* The analysis for symptoms duration has been run excluding the control group which has disease duration equal to 0 by definition.


Table III
Comparison of the compartmental compressive force


C (1) NA (2) VGD (3) VMD (4)


Meanadj SE Meanadj SE Meanadj SE Meanadj SE


MCF impulse (Bw*s) 0.85 0.03 0.84 0.04 0.82 0.03 1.01all 0.04
MCF peak (Bw) 2.13 0.06 2.07 0.08 1.974 0.06 2.303 0.08
LCF impulse (Bw*s) 0.48 0.03 0.49 0.04 0.42 0.03 0.39 0.04
LCF peak (Bw) 1.443,4 0.08 1.344 0.1 1.131 0.08 1.001,2 0.1
Total CF impulse 1.33 0.04 1.33 0.06 1.244 0.04 1.403 0.05
Total peak 3.503 0.10 3.40 0.12 3.101 0.1 3.25 0.12


Adj: adjusted for walking speed.
SE: standard error.
MCF impulse and peak P < 0.01. Total compressive force impulse and peak P < 0.05.
Means presented in the table are adjusted for walking speed.
Bw*s: Body weight seconds.
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conducted. In the first step, two variables were included: alignment
and group membership. These variables accounted for a significant
amount of variance in medial contact force impulse, R2 ¼ 0.293,
F ¼ 11.19, P < 0.001 (no heteroskedasticity present). To avoid
potentially problematic high multicollinearity with the interaction
term, the variables were centred and an interaction term between
alignment and group membership was created28. Next, the inter-
action term between alignment and group membership was added
to the regression model, which accounted for a significant propor-
tion of the variance in medial CF impulse (DR2 ¼ 0.124, DF ¼ 11.26,
P ¼ 0.001). Examination of the results showed an enhancing effect
that groupmembership has on the relationship between alignment
and medial impulse of the CF, with higher deformity being signif-
icantly related to higher medial load only in the VMD group,
b ¼ 0.04, 95% CI [0.018, 0.07], t ¼ 3.41, P ¼ 0.0016 (Table IV). This
relationship disappears in the other malaligned group (Fig. 2).


Discussion


In this study, we explored the existence of a biomechanical KOA
phenotype characterized by varus malalignment and predominant
joint damage in the medial tibiofemoral compartment (VMD) and
compared it to two groups of KOA subjects (NA, VGD) and a group
of controls (C) to identify differences in load distribution and dis-
ease characteristics. The VMD showed the highest impulse of the
MCF and the lowest impulse and peak of the LCF combined with a
higher prevalence of meniscal maceration and large BML's in the
medial compartment.


Knee alignment is thought to be one of the main factors that
influence knee load distribution29,30. Despite this, our results sug-
gest that varus malalignment, in the presence of lateral

compartment degeneration, is not associated with CF of the medial
compartment. Indeed, the moderation model clearly shows that
knee static malalignment is associated with the medial CF only in
the VMD.


Previous results identified no statistical difference in the peak of
the MCF between KOA subjects and controls15. This may be due to
the fact that only subjects with varus malalignment and predomi-
nant medial disease have a higher MCF, presenting a mechanically
driven disease. To verify this hypothesis, we ran a sensitivity
analysis where we compared the controls and NA group with a
varusmalaligned group formed by the combination of the VMD and
VGD. This analysis showed no difference between the groups in the
peak and impulse of the MCF. The same analysis showed no dif-
ference when we increased the cut-off to identify subjects with
varus malalignment to 3�. This confirms the hypothesis that varus
malalignment alone is not an effective indicator of increasedmedial
load.


The impulse of the CF was more sensitive than the peak in
identifying differences between the analysed groups. This finding
suggests that the impulse may be a better variable to analyse the
difference in load pattern between groups31. These results are in
line with previous studies that identified an association between
the impulse of the KAM, but not the peak, and disease progres-
sion32,33. The continuous load applied on the cartilage due to the
inability to unload the medial compartment, as suggested by the
higher impulse, may be more important for the disease progression
than isolated force peaks33e35.


BML and meniscal damage are common findings in the medial
compartment of subjects with KOA and varus malalignment36,37.
For this reason, it has been hypothesized that these features are a
consequence of loading. The higher prevalence of large BML's and







Fig. 1. Comparison of the MCF between VMD and VGD group during stance.
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meniscal maceration in the medial compartment of the VMD
seems, therefore, to support the notion that biomechanical alter-
ations leading to an increase in MCF have a key role in the disease
pathomechanics of this specific phenotype.


The difference in disease characteristics (MRI biomarkers) could
be explained by a multi-stage disease model where longer disease
duration is associated with worse damage (e.g., more meniscal
degeneration, more BML, larger cartilage damage). No statistical
difference in disease duration was identified between groups,
suggesting that the VMD (no or mild lateral compartment disease)
should not be considered as an earlier disease stage of the VGD
group. Seven subjects classified in the VGD group showed a mild
lateral disease with a BLOKS score¼ 1.0. Despite this, the sensitivity
analysis showed that the differences in CF between VGD group and
VMDwere still significant when these subjects were excluded from
the analysis.


The VMD showed a more severe malalignment compared to all
the other groups, however, the difference was not statistically sig-
nificant. Moreover, the alignment was positively associated with
the impulse of the medial CF only in the VMD phenotype sug-
gesting that higher varus deformity is associated with higher MCF
in this phenotype only. Therefore, it may be hypothesized that
alignment and increased medial load represent disease key factors

Table IV
Conditional effect of malalignment on the impulse of theMCF in the different groups


Groups Effect SE t P


NA �0.007 0.019 �0.38 0.7
VGD 0.018 0.014 1.32 0.2
VMD 0.043 0.013 3.41 0.002


Effect: b value of the slope representing the relationship between alignment and
medial contact force impulse in the different groups.

in the VMD groupwhile different factors may be responsible for the
progression of the disease to the lateral compartment in the VGD
group. However, whether differences in internal CF are clinically
significant needs more exploration. Further studies looking at KOA
incidence and progression are needed to understand the role of
increased CF in the disease mechanics. In addition, biomechanical
treatments aiming to reduce the load on the medial compartment
should be tested in subjects with exclusive medial tibiofemoral
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Fig. 2. Relationship between alignment and MCF in the VMD and VGD group. The blue
and red boxes show the equations describing the respective lines. R2 statistics,
describing the goodness of the models are reported on the side of the graph.
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degeneration in order to understand their real effectiveness. This
paper suggests that the use of MRI semi quantitative score and
malalignment may be useful in the identification of these subjects.
Despite the considerable cost of MRI, improved treatment alloca-
tion may maximise treatment effects and ultimately result in a
more efficient use of resources.


Due to the cross-sectional study design, inferences of causality
cannot be made. Malalignment alone may be responsible for the
development of KOA in the VMD due to excessive mechanical load,
but the between-group differences identified in this paper may also
be a consequence of the existing knee pathology. Previous studies
showed that varus malalignment is related to disease progression
in the medial compartment. Whether malalignment alone is suf-
ficient for determining the development of KOA remains incon-
clusive7. Moreover, the generalizability of these results can only be
made with caution, and the external validity of these estimates will
also be affected by the inclusion and exclusion criteria. In fact, the
exclusion of 22 subjects from the original sample may have influ-
enced the results increasing the likelihood of identifying subjects
with higher medial load.


One of the limitations of this study is the absence of full limb
radiographs to measure the HKA angle. However, the non-
radiographic method used in this study was previously validated
in obese individuals, reducing the error due to soft tissues arte-
facts21. Another limitation of this study is the use of a musculo-
skeletal model to estimate the knee CF due to the inability of
directly measuring this in patients. In the current sample, only the
impulse and the maximal peak of the knee CF were analysed. In
healthy subjects, force curves during the stance phase of gait
commonly show two peaks. However, the first peak could not be
included in the analysis due to its absence in some subjects who
showed a CF curve characterized by a single peak at a time point in
the stance phase more commonly associated with the second force
peak. Finally, the limited sample size may have hidden differences
between the groups (e.g., difference in MCF between VGD and NA
groups). To mitigate the possible bias emerging from a small
sample size, we performed a bootstrapping analysis to increase the
statistical power of the tests and limit the influence that extreme
values may have on the mean of small samples.

Conclusions


In this study, we analysed the difference in knee CF between
several KOA groups characterized by different knee alignment and
cartilage degeneration patterns. Our finding showed that frontal
alignment alone is not an effective indicator of increased medial CF.
In fact, among the subjects showing varus malalignment, only the
ones without lateral compartment degeneration were linked to
increased medial CF suggesting the existence of a phenotype in
which biomechanics may represent a key factor in the disease
process. Moreover, our analysis showed that the impulse of the CF
performs better than the maximal peak of the force in identifying
subjects characterized by an increased medial load.


Targeting the right patient with the right treatment constitutes
a priority in KOA care. The identification of a subgroup character-
ized by an increased medial load may be critical for developing a
better treatment allocation which may ultimately result in an
increased treatment response when biomechanical interventions
are tested in this specific phenotype.
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Objective: Our aimwas to investigate the relation between radiograph-based subchondral bone structure
and cartilage composition assessed with delayed gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance imaging of
cartilage (dGEMRIC) and T2 relaxation time.
Design: Ninety-three postmenopausal women (KellgreneLawrence grade 0: n ¼ 13, 1: n ¼ 26, 2: n ¼ 54)
were included. Radiograph-based bone structure was assessed using entropy of the Laplacian-based
image (ELap) and local binary patterns (ELBP), homogeneity indices of the local angles (HIAngles,mean,
HIAngles,Perp, HIAngles,Paral), and horizontal (FDHor) and vertical fractal dimensions (FDVer). Mean dGEMRIC
index and T2 relaxation time of tibial cartilage were calculated to estimate cartilage composition.
Results: HIAngles,mean (rs ¼ �0.22) and HIAngles,Paral (rs ¼ �0.24) in medial subchondral bone were related
(P < 0.05) to dGEMRIC index of the medial tibial cartilage. ELap (rs ¼ �0.23), FDHor,0.34 mm (r ¼ 0.21) and
FDVer,0.68 mm (r ¼ 0.24) in medial subchondral bone were related (P < 0.05) to T2 relaxation time values of
the medial tibial cartilage. FDHor at different scales in lateral subchondral bone were related (P < 0.01) to
dGEMRIC index (r ¼ 0.29e0.41) and T2 values of lateral tibial cartilage (r ¼ �0.28 to �0.36). FDVer at
larger scales were related (P < 0.05) to dGEMRIC index (r ¼ 0.24e0.25) and T2 values of lateral tibial
cartilage (r ¼ �0.21). HIAngles,Paral (r ¼ �0.25) and FDVer,0.68 mm (rs ¼ 0.22) in the lateral tibial trabecular
bone were related (P < 0.05) to dGEMRIC index of the lateral tibial cartilage.
Conclusion: Our results support the presumption that several tissues are affected in the early osteoar-
thritis (OA). Furthermore, they indicate that the detailed analysis of radiographs may serve as a com-
plementary imaging tool for OA studies.


© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis Research Society
International. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/


licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction


Osteoarthritis (OA) is considered as a heterogeneous disease
which affects all tissues in the joint and has several phenotypes1e4.
In the articular cartilage, OA causes progressive degradation and
loss of collagens and proteoglycans5. OA causes also changes in the
density and structure of the subchondral bone6e8.
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Table I
Description of the subjects (n ¼ 93)


Parameter Mean (standard deviation) Minemax


Anthropometric variables
Age (years) 58.3 (4.1) 50e66
Height (cm) 162.6 (5.9) 149e177
Weight (kg) 71.0 (10.8) 48e100
Body mass index (kg/m2) 26.8 (3.7) 19e35
KL grade distribution
KL0 13
KL1 26
KL2 54
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In addition to semi-quantitative visual evaluation of the knee
joint and measurement of cartilage thickness and volume, mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to assess the compo-
sition of the cartilage9. Compositional MRI techniques may be able
to capture alterations in the biochemical properties of the tissue
already in the early stage of the OA9e11. One of the currently
available in vivo compositional MRI methods is T2 relaxation time
mapping. In the articular cartilage, the integrity and structure of the
collagen network and water content affect T2 relaxation time
values12,13. Delayed gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance
imaging of cartilage (dGEMRIC) is another compositional MRI
method and it has been widely used for the assessment of pro-
teoglycan content of cartilage11,13,14. However, due to costs, avail-
ability of the MRI scanners and lengthy imaging time, MRI is not
reasonable to be used as the first-line screening tool for OA or
imaging of large cohorts.


Due to cheapness, fastness and good accessibility, plain radi-
ography is suitable for imaging of large subject cohorts. Moreover,
bone tissue is clearly visible on the radiographs. Fractal signature
analysis (FSA) is a widely used method to assess bone structure
from radiographs in OA research and it has been used to assess the
progression of OA, for example15e17. We have previously shown
that bone structure assessed from plain radiographs using
Laplacian-based method, local binary patterns (LBP)-based
methods, and FSA is significantly related with the actual 3-D
microstructure of tibial bone18. We have also shown that sub-
chondral and trabecular bone structures evaluated using LBP-
based and Laplacian-based methods differ between subjects
with different KellgreneLawrence (KL) grades19. However, the KL
grading and structural analysis of bone were made for the same
images in that study making the measurements dependent on
each other to some extent, since features assessed in the KL
grading, e.g., bone sclerosis, affect the bone structural parameters
as well.


Consequently, to assess the sensitivity of the radiograph-
based structural analysis of bone to early OA, the methods
should be compared to compositional MRI. Therefore, the aim of
this study is to investigate the linear relationships between
radiograph-based subchondral bone structural parameters and
cartilage composition, assessed with dGEMRIC and T2 relaxation
time, in postmenopausal women with or without mild OA.

Table II
Inclusion and exclusion criteria for study subjects


Criteria


Inclusion
� Postmenopausal women.
� Age 50e65.
� KL grade 0, 1, or 2.
� Regular intensive exercise no more than twice a week.
� For subjects with KL1/KL2: knee pain on most days.
� For subjects with KL0: no any frequent pain, aching or stiffness in or around


the knee joint in either knee in the preceding year.
Exclusion
� T-score for femoral neck bone mineral density lower than �2.5 g/cm2 (i.e.,


indicating osteoporosis).
2


Subjects and methods


Study subjects


Postmenopausal women (n ¼ 93) without OA or with mild
OA were included in this cross-sectional study (Table I)20. The
inclusion and exclusion criteria were originally designed for
exercise intervention study and have been published earlier
(Table II)20,21. The knee with higher KL grade of the subjects
with mild OA was selected for analysis (if both knees had the
same KL grade, the most symptomatic knee was chosen),
whereas the right knee of the subjects without OA was analyzed.
The Ethics Committee of the Central Finland Health Care District
approved the study design. Informed consent was obtained from
all participants.

 � Body mass index higher than 35 kg/m .


� Any previous knee instability or severe trauma.
� Illnesses that contraindicated exercise or limited participation in the exercise


program.
� Inflammatory joint disease.
� Intra-articular steroid injections in the knee during the preceding 12 months.
� Contraindications to MRI.
� Allergies to contrast agents.
� Renal insufficiency.

Acquisition of radiographs


Bilateral posterioreanterior weight-bearing knee radiographs
were acquired with knees in a semi-flexed position (50 kVp,
1.25 mAs, pixel size: 170 � 170 mm2, source-detector distance:
120 cm).

Selection of regions of interests (ROIs)


Four rectangle-shaped ROIs were extracted from the proximal
tibia (Fig. 1). The locations of the ROIs were based on previous
literature18,19,22,23. Two ROIs (size: 85� 35 pixels, ~14 mm� 6mm)
were placed into the subchondral bone in the middle of the medial
and lateral tibial plateaus immediately below the cartilageebone
interface. These ROIs are referred to as subchondral bone ROIs,
although different bone types are mixed in the ROIs6,8. Further-
more, another two ROIs (85 � 85 pixels, ~14 mm � 14 mm),
referred to as trabecular bone ROIs, were placed immediately below
the dense subchondral bone area. Trabecular bone ROIs were
aligned horizontally with subchondral bone ROIs. Some of the
lateral trabecular bone ROIs were moved towards the center of the
tibia to avoid overlapping with the fibula. Anatomical landmarks
for the ROIs were tibial spine, subchondral bone plate, and outer
borders of the proximal tibia. A custom-made MATLAB software
(version R2014b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used
for the manual placement (JH) of the ROIs. We have previously
shown that the reproducibility of the texture parameters from the
aforementioned locations is high19. Intra-observer reproducibility
was high also in the current sample as the root-mean-square
average coefficients of variations (CVRMS) were below 1.7% for all
texture parameters in all ROIs (data not shown).


Texture analysis of bone


Bone structure was evaluated from the radiographs using
Laplacian-based method18,19,24, LBP-based methods18,25, and using
FSA18,22,26.







Fig. 1. Location of ROIs. Two ROIs (black rectangles with continuous line) were placed
in subchondral bone immediately below the cartilageebone interface in the middle
part of the medial and lateral tibial plateaus and two ROIs (black squares with dashed
line) immediately below the dense subchondral bone area. The purpose of the white
dashed lines is to help place the ROIs in the middle of the tibial spine and outer
border.
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Laplacian-based analysis
The Laplacian-based method18,19,24 enhances the appearance of


bone trabeculae and quantifies the variation in the grayscale values
of the Laplacian-based image. Laplacians were calculated in the
horizontal and vertical directions and summed into the one matrix.
The original ROI was multiplied with square root of the Laplacian
matrix to enhance the visibility of the bone trabeculae and gray-
scale values were expanded to full dynamic range to obtain the final
Laplacian-based image. To measure the randomness of the gray-
scale values in the Laplacian-based image, entropy of the image
(ELap) was calculated using the following equation:


E ¼ �
X


i


Pi log2 Pi; (1)


where Pi contains the normalized count of the grayscale value i
occurring in the image. If ELap ¼ 0, all pixel values in the Laplacian-
based image are the same, while higher values indicate higher
variation in the pixel values of the image.

LBP-based methods
LBP-based methods were used to measure the randomness of


local patterns and the variations in the orientation of adjacent local
patterns. First, the image was divided into bone and non-bone re-
gions by determining a local threshold for every image pixel using
the Otsu method27 with a 9 � 9 pixels window size. Next, the LBP
operator (eight-neighborhood on a circle with a radius of 1) was
applied in the bone regions and the bone edges (i.e., non-bone
regions next to the bone). The pixel was considered to be an edge
pixel if at least one of the eight neighbors of the center pixel was a
bone pixel. Grouping of patterns was done by determining themain
orientation and the number of valid neighbors (i.e., markers) for
each pattern to reduce the number of irrelevant patterns. The main
orientation angle (0�, 45�, 90�, and 135�) was calculated using
principal component (PC) analysis only for the patterns consisting
of 2e5 consecutive markers, otherwise the patterns were assigned
as non-uniform.


To measure the randomness of the patterns occurring in the
image, entropy of the grouped patterns (ELBP) was determined

using Equation (1). If ELBP ¼ 0, there is only a single pattern
occurring in the image.


The homogeneity index (HI) for the orientation of the valid
patterns was calculated from the co-occurrence matrix of the an-
gles. The co-occurrence matrices were calculated in 0�, 45�, 90�,
and 135� directions with one pixel distance. The non-uniform and
non-bone areas were excluded from the co-occurrence matrices. To
take into account the orientation of bone trabeculae in the analysis,
co-occurrence matrices of 0� and 135� directions were combined
together as well as 45� and 90� directions to calculate the HI
perpendicularly to the bone trabeculae (HIAngles,Perp) and along the
trabeculae (HIAngles,Paral), respectively. Furthermore, the mean HI
(HIAngles,mean) was calculated from the co-occurrence matrix as the
sum of the four possible directions. The interpretation of the
HIAngles parameters used in this study is the following: if all adja-
cent patterns have similar orientation, HIAngles is equal to one, while
a large variation in the orientation of local patterns results in a low
HIAngles value.


FSA
FSAmethodwas used to estimate fractal dimension22,26. In brief,


the image was dilated and eroded in horizontal and vertical di-
rections with a rod-shaped one-pixel wide structuring element.
After that, the volume, V, between dilated and eroded images was
calculated. Calculations were repeated by varying the element
length r from 2 to 7 pixels. The surface area, A(r), was obtained from
Equation (2):


AðrÞ ¼ ðVðrÞ � Vðr � 1ÞÞ=2: (2)


Subsequently, a logelog plot was constructed by plotting log of
A(r) against log of r. Finally, the fractal dimension was estimated
using a regression line to points in the plot and local fractal di-
mensions were obtained at 0.34 mm, 0.51 mm, 0.68 mm, and
0.85 mm sizes. When the structuring element is pointing in the
horizontal direction, fractal dimension of vertical structures (FDVer)
is produced and vice versa. High fractal dimension values are
associated with high complexity of the image, whereas low
complexity results in low fractal dimension values.


MRI


All subjects were scanned with a 1.5 T MRI scanner (Siemens
Magnetom Symphony Quantum, Siemens Healthcare, Germany)
with a standard transmit/receive knee array coil. T2 relaxation time
mapping was performed at the center of medial and lateral com-
partments using a fast-spin echo (FSE) sequence (repetition time
(TR): 2090 ms, time to echo (TE): eight TEs between 13 and 104 ms,
echo train length (ETL): 8, field of view (FOV): 140 � 140 mm2,
matrix: 256�256, slice thickness: 3 mm). One slice covering the
central region of the condyle across sagittal view was chosen from
the medial and lateral condyles for the analyses. Monoexponential
fitting was used to compute T2 relaxation time maps.


After T2 measurements, dGEMRIC was performed at 90 min
after intravenous administration of a double dose (0.2 mM/kg) of
Gd-DTPA2� (Magnevist, Schering, Berlin). Immediately after the
injection of the contrast agent, subjects performed active flex-
ioneextension exercises of the knee while sitting for 5 min,
walking for 5 min and stair climbing for 5 min. Single-slice T1
mapping was performed at the center of medial and lateral
compartments using an inversion recovery FSE sequence (TR:
1800 ms, TE: 13 ms, inversion time: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, and
1600 ms, ETL: 5, FOV: 140 � 140 mm2, matrix: 256�256, slice
thickness: 3 mm). The T1 relaxation time maps were generated
with a pixel-by-pixel three-parameter fit routine.
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Articular cartilage was segmented manually for the quantitative
T1 and T2 analyses using an in-house MATLAB application. The
mean T1, i.e., the dGEMRIC index, sensitive to cartilage proteoglycan
content, and T2 relaxation time, reflective of integrity of the
collagen network and tissue hydration, were calculated for medial
and lateral compartments from ROIs covering the whole tibial
cartilage. In our laboratory, the intra-observer reproducibility
(CVRMS) of dGEMRIC is on average 7% for full-thickness ROIs and 5%
for bulk cartilage28 and the inter-observer reproducibility (CVRMS)
for T2 and dGEMRIC full-thickness ROIs on average 2% and 3%,
respectively21.


Statistical analyses


The characteristics of the study population are shown as mean
values with standard deviations. The normality of the parameters
was assessed using ShapiroeWilk test. The relationship between
normally distributed parameters was evaluated using Pearson's
correlation analysis (r) whereas Spearman's rank correlation (rs)
was applied if at least one of the parameters was not normally
distributed. Absolute values of correlation coefficients were inter-
preted as follows: 0.00e0.19 very weak, 0.20e0.39 weak,
0.40e0.59 moderate, 0.60e0.79 strong and 0.80e1.00 very strong
correlation29. No adjustments for multiple comparisons were
performed30.


Multiple linear regression analysis was performed to test how
much the subchondral bone texture parameters together with
clinical covariates (age, body mass index, and KL grade) explained
the variation in the selected MRI parameter. Three different models

Fig. 2. Statistically significant correlations between (a) HIAngles,Paral in medial subchondral bo
bone and dGEMRIC index of lateral tibial cartilage, (c) FDVer,0.68 mm in medial subchondral
subchondral bone and T2 relaxation time of lateral tibial cartilage.

were tested for selected MRI parameters in medial and lateral sides
separately. Model 1 included clinical covariates and the bone
texture parameter with the strongest correlation to the selected
MRI parameter. As many texture parameters are correlated to each
other, PC analysis was used for medial and lateral sides separately
in the models 2 and 3. Model 2 included clinical covariates and PCs
from FSA parameters (FDHor and FDVer) in subchondral bone. Model
3 included clinical covariates and all the calculated texture pa-
rameters in subchondral and trabecular bone ROIs. z-Transformed
parameters (z ¼ (x � m)/SD, where x is the value of each mea-
surement, m and SD are the average and standard deviation of the
parameter to be transformed) were used. PCs explaining over 95%
of the variance were selected for the regression analyses. As tran-
sitions between different KL grades might not be linear, we created
a new binary variable describing KL grade by combining KL0 and
KL1 to one group and used KL2 as another group. The number of
predictors was limited to nine to avoid model overfitting. Only
significant (P < 0.05) PCs (or at least one PC) were chosen for the
final model. Residual analyses and multicollinearity diagnostics
(variance inflation factors (VIF) were close to 1 for all models) were
performed to assess quality of the each model. Statistical analyses
were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (Version
22.0, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).


Results


In the medial compartment, HIAngles,mean (rs ¼ �0.22) and
HIAngles,Paral (rs ¼ �0.24) (Fig. 2) in subchondral bone were weakly
related (P < 0.05) to dGEMRIC index of the medial tibial cartilage

ne and dGEMRIC index of medial tibial cartilage, (b) FDHor,0.51 mm in lateral subchondral
bone and T2 relaxation time of medial tibial cartilage and (d) FDHor,0.51 mm in lateral
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(Fig. 3). ELap (rs ¼ �0.23), FDHor,0.34 mm (r ¼ 0.21) and FDVer,0.68 mm
(r ¼ 0.24) (Fig. 2) in medial subchondral bone were weakly related
(P < 0.05) to T2 relaxation time values of the medial tibial cartilage
(Fig. 3). No associations were found between medial tibial cartilage
composition and bone structural parameters in medial tibial
trabecular bone (Fig. 3).


In the lateral compartment, FDHor in subchondral bone was
weakly or moderately related (P < 0.01) to dGEMRIC index
(r ¼ 0.29e0.41) and T2 values of lateral tibial cartilage (r ¼ �0.28 to
�0.36) (Figs. 2 and 3). FDVer at larger scales were weakly related
(P < 0.05) to dGEMRIC index (r¼ 0.24e0.25) and T2 values of lateral
tibial cartilage (r ¼ �0.21) (Fig. 3). Furthermore, HIAngles,Paral
(r ¼ �0.25) and FDVer,0.68 mm (rs ¼ 0.22) in the lateral tibial
trabecular bonewereweakly related (P < 0.05) to dGEMRIC index of
the lateral tibial cartilage (Fig. 3).


The correlations between bone and cartilage parameters are
summarized graphically for KL0/KL1 subjects (n ¼ 39) in
Supplementary Fig. 4 and for KL2 subjects (n ¼ 54) in
Supplementary Fig. 5. For KL0/KL1 subjects, HIAngles,Paral in medial
subchondral bone was weakly related (P < 0.05) to dGEMRIC index
of medial tibial cartilage (rs ¼ �0.37). For KL2 subjects, FDVer,0.51 mm


(r ¼ 0.32) in medial subchondral bone and ELBP (r ¼ �0.27) and
FDHor (r ¼ 0.27e0.33) in medial trabecular bone were weakly
related (P < 0.05) to T2 values of medial tibial cartilage. FDHor and
FDVer at larger scales were weakly or moderately related (P < 0.05)
to dGEMRIC index (r ¼ 0.33e0.59) and T2 values (r ¼ �0.30 to
�0.52) of lateral tibial cartilage.


T2 relaxation time was not associated with dGEMRIC index in
medial tibial cartilage (rs ¼�0.01), whereas a weak associationwas
detected in lateral tibial cartilage (r ¼ �0.27, P < 0.05).


Regression models are summarized in Table III. Supplementary
Table IV shows the loadings for PCs of FSA parameters in

Fig. 3. Strength and direction of the correlation (Pearson's or Spearman's) between tibial
according to the grayscale bar. n ¼ 93. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, SB ¼ subchondral bone, TB ¼ tr
patterns, HIAngles,mean ¼ mean HI for orientation of local patterns, HIAngles,Perp ¼ HI perpend
dimension of horizontal structures, FDVer ¼ fractal dimension of vertical structures.

subchondral bone in medial and lateral sides. Supplementary
Tables V and VI show the loadings for PCs of all texture parame-
ters in subchondral and trabecular bone ROIs in medial and lateral
sides, respectively. In medial side, model 1 (HIAngles,Paral in sub-
chondral bone ROI, age, body mass index and KL grade) explained
best the variation in dGEMRIC index (R2 ¼ 0.146, P ¼ 0.007). Model
1 (FDVer,0.68 mm in subchondral bone ROI and the clinical covariates)
explained best the variation in T2 relaxation time (R2 ¼ 0.071,
P ¼ 0.161).


In lateral side, model 3 (four PCs of all texture parameters and
the clinical covariates) explained best the variation in dGEMRIC
(R2¼ 0.278, P < 0.001). Model 2 (two PCs of FSA parameters and the
clinical covariates) explained best the variation in T2 relaxation
time (R2 ¼ 0.158, P ¼ 0.009).


Discussion


In our current study, several statistically significant correlations
between different radiograph-based bone structure-related pa-
rameters and cartilage composition assessed with dGEMRIC and T2
relaxation timewere found. The direction (positive/negative) of the
correlations indicates that when tibial cartilage is degenerated, the
underlying tibial bone structure is also deteriorated. However, the
relation between subchondral bone structure and composition of
cartilage was weak or moderate and not perfectly linear.


In medial tibial compartment, weak but significant correlation
between subchondral bone structure (HIAngles,mean and HIAngles,Paral)
and dGEMRIC index of tibial cartilage was found. Additionally, ELap,
FDHor,0.34 mm and FDVer,0.68 mm correlated weakly with T2 relaxation
time of medial tibial cartilage. In lateral subchondral bone, FDHor,
and FDVer at larger scales, were weakly or moderately related to the
dGEMRIC index and T2 relaxation time values of the lateral tibial

cartilage composition and bone structure parameters in proximal tibia is color coded
abecular bone, ELap ¼ entropy of Laplacian-based image, ELBP ¼ entropy of local binary
icularly to the bone trabeculae, HIAngles,Paral ¼ HI along the trabeculae, FDHor ¼ fractal
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Table III
Regression models of the association between selected MRI parameter and selected ipsilateral bone structural parameters (model 1), selected PCs of the FSA parameters in
subchondral bone (SB) (model 2) and selected PCs of all calculated bone structural parameters in subchondral and trabecular bone ROIs (model 3). All models were adjusted for
age, body mass index and KL grade. n ¼ 93


Dependent variable Predictor b 95% Confidence interval P Regression model


R2 P


Medial compartment
dGEMRIC index


Model 1:
HIAngles,Paral in SB �0.301 �0.499 to �0.103 0.003 0.146 0.007
Model 2:
PC2FSA in SB �0.134 �0.339 to 0.071 0.197 0.075 0.141
Model 3:
PC3All 0.198 �0.004 to 0.400 0.055 0.092 0.062


T2 relaxation time
Model 1:
FDVer,0.68 mm in SB 0.230 0.024 to 0.435 0.029 0.071 0.161
Model 2:
PC1FSA in SB 0.211 0.001 to 0.422 0.050 0.061 0.229
Model 3:
PC2All 0.173 �0.040 to 0.387 0.111 0.047 0.368


Lateral compartment
dGEMRIC index


Model 1:
FDHor,0.51 mm in SB 0.390 0.193 to 0.586 <0.001 0.196 0.001
Model 2:
PC1FSA in SB 0.361 0.169 to 0.553 <0.001 0.225 <0.001
PC3FSA in SB 0.208 0.017 to 0.399 0.033
Model 3:
PC1All 0.255 0.065 to 0.444 0.009 0.278 <0.001
PC2All 0.263 0.080 to 0.446 0.005
PC4All 0.194 0.009 to 0.379 0.040
PC10All �0.244 �0.428 to �0.060 0.010


T2 relaxation time
Model 1:
FDHor,0.51 mm in SB �0.353 �0.557 to �0.150 0.001 0.135 0.012
Model 2:
PC1FSA in SB �0.245 �0.446 to �0.045 0.017 0.158 0.009
PC3FSA in SB �0.283 �0.482 to �0.084 0.006
Model 3:
PC2All �0.325 �0.523 to �0.126 0.002 0.123 0.020
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cartilage. These results indicate that when the cartilage is degen-
erated, the structure of the underlying bone is also different. In
general, when the cartilage is degenerated, more contrast agent is
present in the cartilage and eventually the dGEMRIC index is
lower14. Furthermore, elevated T2 relaxation time values are asso-
ciated with degenerated cartilage11e13. It should be noted that the
radiograph-based bone structural parameters are dependent on the
location of the ROI, since, e.g., the organization of the trabecular
network is not similar in medially and laterally or in the sub-
chondral bone and trabecular bone areas.


In the trabecular bone area, only HIAngles,Paral and FDVer,0.68 mm in
the lateral side correlated significantly with the dGEMRIC index of
the lateral tibial cartilage. This may indicate that the trabecular
bone structure under the dense subchondral bone area (sub-
chondral bone plate and subchondral trabecular bone) was not
yet altered in this sample of postmenopausal womenwith mild OA,
although cartilage was degenerated and changes in the sub-
chondral bone were detected.


The multiple linear regression models explained the variation in
the selected MRI parameter better in the lateral side. In addition
regression models with one selected bone texture parameters, we
used PC analysis to enable utilization of all fractal measures in sub-
chondral bone area and all bone texture parameters from both ROIs
in the regression analysis (many texture parameters are correlated to
each other). In the lateral side, PCs related to fractal dimensions (in
models 2 and 3) explained the most of the variation in both MRI
parameters. For example, model 2 (constructed from PCs of FSA

parameters in subchondral bone) had the highest coefficient of
determination (R2) to explain the variation in T2 relaxation time.
Furthermore, PC2 of all bone texture parameters was the most
significant predictor of both MRI parameters in the lateral side.
That component was strongly associated with FDHor in subchondral
bone. These results are not surprising since, as the correlation
analyses suggested, FDHor was associated with MRI parameters in
the lateral tibia. It should be noted that the R2-values of the
regression models were low. Consistent with the current
regression and correlation analyses, previous studies have reported
more significant changes in the lateral side than in the medial side
when comparing cartilage morphology31e33, composition32, or le-
sions34 to the bone structure. Onlyoneof the aforementioned studies
assessed bone structure from radiographs34. In that study, fractal
dimension of horizontal structures in the lateral compartment, and
fractal dimension of vertical structures with small scales in both
medial and lateral compartments, were significantly higher among
subjects with cartilage defects (in medial, lateral, or both compart-
ments) compared to subjects without defects detected with MRI34.
Another one of the previously mentioned studies reported that MRI
parameters related to cartilage composition (T1r and T2) correlated
negatively with MRI-based apparent bone volume fraction, trabec-
ular thickness, and trabecular number and positively with apparent
trabecular separation in the lateral side among subjectswithmildOA
and controls32.


The relation between subchondral bone structure and compo-
sition of cartilage was not very strong and perfectly linear, which
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was expected. One plausible reason for the relatively low correla-
tions is that OA is a heterogeneous disease and likely has different
origins. The selection of subjects with different OA phenotypes is
challenging and it is probable that many phenotypes weremixed in
our sample. Furthermore, it may be that not all tissues are affected
in the early stage of the disease which may affect the correlation
levels. Moreover, we investigated different tissues, i.e., cartilage
using MRI and bone using radiographs, but the interplay between
subchondral bone and articular cartilage is not clear yet. Estimation
of the clinical significance of the results is challenging. Although
statistically significant correlations between MRI-based cartilage
composition and radiograph-based subchondral bone structure
were observed, more detailed studies with carefully selected sub-
jects (e.g., subjects that have or are at risk of developing bone
changes) and imaging modalities are warranted in order to assess
clinical relevance of the results and to further understand how and
which factors affect the changes in the cartilage and subchondral
bone.


This study contains certain limitations. Because of the cross-
sectional study design, the causality of the tissue changes re-
mains to be studied. For example, it was not possible to determine
whether the changes in the cartilage composition induce the
alteration in the subchondral bone structure or vice versa. One issue
related to radiographs is that they are 2-D projection images of an
object. However, 2-D radiograph-based bone density and structure
have been shown to be significantly related with the actual 3-D
structure of bone18,35e38. One limitation in the MRI-based
methods is that they were done only for the single slice. It is
possible for example that there were more degenerative changes
outside the analyzed slice potentially reducing the level of corre-
lation between cartilage and subchondral bone. Furthermore,
although the dGEMRIC is regarded one of the best in vivo methods
for the indirect measurement of the glycosaminoglycan content of
the cartilage11, the specificity of the method to glycosaminoglycan
has been questioned39e41. However, the dGEMRICmethod has been
reported to detect degenerative changes of cartilage sensitively14.
There are multiple comparisons in this study, and the results have
to be viewed with certain provisos. However, we decided not to
adjust for multiple testing30.


In general, the results of the present study support the pre-
sumption that several tissues are affected in the early OA. The
finding that cartilage composition and subchondral bone structure
were related to each other shows that the detailed analysis of ra-
diographs may serve as a complementary imaging tool for OA
studies.
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Selective interference of mTORC1/RAPTOR protects against human
disc cellular apoptosis, senescence, and extracellular matrix
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s u m m a r y


Objective: The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is a serine/threonine kinase that integrates
nutrients to execute cell growth and protein synthesis. We hypothesized that mTOR is essential for the
intervertebral disc, the largest avascular, low-nutrient organ. Our objective was to elucidate roles of
mTOR signaling in human disc cells.
Design: The mTOR exists in two complexes: mTORC1 containing the regulatory-associated protein of
mTOR (RAPTOR) and mTORC2 containing the rapamycin-insensitive companion of mTOR (RICTOR). To
analyze their functions in human disc nucleus pulposus cells, RNA interference (RNAi) of mTOR targeting
mTORC1 and mTORC2, RAPTOR targeting mTORC1, or RICTOR targeting mTORC2 or rapamycin, a phar-
macological mTORC1 inhibitor, was applied. First, mTOR signaling including Akt, p70/ribosomal S6 ki-
nase (p70/S6K), and autophagy were assessed. Then, apoptosis, senescence, and matrix metabolismwere
evaluated under pro-inflammatory interleukin-1 beta (IL-1b) stimulation.
Results: Western blotting showed significant decreases in specific proteins by each RNAi (all P < 0.0001).
In mTOR signaling, RNAi of mTOR and RICTOR decreased p70/S6K and Akt phosphorylation, whereas
RAPTOR RNAi decreased p70/S6K but increased Akt phosphorylation. All RNAi treatments increased light
chain 3 (LC3)-II and decreased p62/sequestosome 1 (p62/SQSTM1), indicating enhanced autophagy. In
apoptosis, IL-1b-induced terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL)-positive
cells and poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) and caspase-9 cleavage decreased by RAPTOR RNAi. In
senescence, IL-1b-induced senescence-associated beta-galactosidase (SA-b-gal)-positive cells and p16/
INK4A expression also decreased by RAPTOR RNAi. In matrix metabolism, RAPTOR RNAi reduced IL-1b-
induced catabolic matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) release and activation and up-regulated anabolic
gene expression. These findings were all consistent with rapamycin administration. Additional disc-
tissue analysis detected expression and phosphorylation of mTOR-signaling molecules in varying ages.
Conclusion: Selective interference of mTORC1/RAPTOR protects against inflammation-induced apoptosis,
senescence, and matrix catabolism possibly through Akt and autophagy induction in human disc cells.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis Research Society International.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-


nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the mTOR signaling pathway. The mTOR is a serine/
threonine kinase that integrates nutrients to execute cell growth and division. The
mTOR exists in two complexes of mTORC1 containing RAPTOR and mTORC2 containing
RICTOR. Down-stream effectors of mTORC1 including p70/S6K regulate cell prolifera-
tion, mRNA translation, and protein synthesis. Autophagy, as assessed by LC3 and p62/
SQSTM1, is under the tight negative regulation of mTORC1. The mTORC1 is regulated
by up-stream class I PI3K followed by Akt, an essential pro-survival mediator by
suppressing apoptosis. To analyze cascade-dependent roles of mTOR signaling, RNAi
using the siRNA against mTOR targeting mTORC1 and mTORC2, RAPTOR targeting
mTORC1, or RICTOR targeting mTORC2 or rapamycin, an pharmacological mTORC1
inhibitor, was applied.
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Introduction


Up to 85 % of people experience low back pain during their
lives1. Low back pain causes disability that increases medical ex-
penses and affects the workforce1. Health care costs related to low
back pain are approximately $100 billion/year in the US2. Although
the mechanism of low back pain is multifactorial, intervertebral
disc degeneration is one of the independent causes3.


The intervertebral disc consists of the nucleus pulposus (NP)
encapsulated by the annulus fibrosus (AF) and endplates. The disc is
anatomically the largest avascular organ in the body4; therefore,
nutrient supply depends on diffusion through the endplates. End-
plate calcification and subchondral bone sclerosis with aging limit
nutrient supply5. Such additional nutrient deprivation is a sus-
pected contributor to disc degeneration5.


Disc degeneration is biochemically characterized by extracel-
lular matrix degradation4,6. Matrix metabolism is regulated by
the balance between catabolic enzymes, matrix metal-
loproteinases (MMPs) and a disintegrins and metalloproteinases
with thrombospondin motifs (ADAMTSs), and their anti-catabolic
inhibitors, tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs)7.
Increased MMPs and ADAMTSs relative to TIMPs are often
observed in human clinical8e10 and rodent experimental disc
degeneration11e13, resulting in degraded matrix components
including proteoglycans, principally aggrecan, and collagens,
predominantly type 2 in the NP6.


Cell decrease is another major characteristic of disc degenera-
tion, which primarily results from programmed cell death,
apoptosis14. A high incidence of apoptosis is observed in human15


and rodent disc aging and degeneration13,16. The incidence of
irreversible cell growth arrest by aging, senescence17, also increases
with human disc degeneration18. Furthermore, the involvement of
autophagy, the process by which cells break down and recycle
damaged components19, has gained increasing attention in the
disc20. Autophagy is an important cell survival mechanism to sus-
tain metabolism and prevent the accumulation of damaged toxic
proteins and organelles under stress, primarily nutrient depriva-
tion19. Inmolecular signaling, autophagy is under the tight negative
regulation of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)21.
Therefore, we hypothesized that resident disc cells would utilize
autophagy and mTOR signaling to cope with the harsh, low-
nutrient environment.


The mTOR is a serine/threonine kinase that integrates nutrients
to execute cell growth and division21. The mTOR exists in two
complexes: mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) containing the regulatory-
associated protein of mTOR (RAPTOR) and mTOR complex 2
(mTORC2) containing the rapamycin-insensitive companion of
mTOR (RICTOR)21. Down-stream mTORC1 effectors including p70/
ribosomal S6 kinase (p70/S6K) regulate cell proliferation,
messenger RNA (mRNA) translation, and protein synthesis21. Then,
mTORC1 signaling is regulated by up-stream Akt, an essential pro-
survival mediator by suppressing apoptosis22. Roles of mTORC2 still
remain unclear; however, mTORC2 is known to regulate Akt
(Fig. 1)22.


Recent studies have reported that rapamycin, an mTORC1 in-
hibitor, extends mammalian lifespan23 and has protective roles in
human chondrocytes24. However, inhibitory effects of mTOR
signaling on human disc cells are poorly understood. More
importantly, little evidence exists regarding which subunit(s) of
mTOR-signaling components exerts these beneficial effects on disc
or cartilage cells. Thus, an in vitro study of human disc cells treated
by (1) RNA interference (RNAi) and (2) rapamycin was designed to
analyze cascade-specific roles of mTOR signaling. The in vivo
involvement of mTOR signaling was also explored in human disc
tissues.

Materials and methods


Ethics statement


All experimental procedures were performed under the
approval and guidance of the Institutional Review Board (160004)
at Kobe University Graduate School of Medicine. Written informed
consent was obtained from each patient in accordance with the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and the laws and regula-
tions of Japan.


Antibodies and reagents


The antibodies and reagents used are listed in Supplemental
Table 1.


Cells


Two types of cells were applied. To conduct comprehensive
examinations for multi-cascade analysis of mTOR signaling by
RNAi, a human disc NP cell line was used. This was developed using
a recombinant SV40 adenovirus vector by Dr Daisuke Sakai
(Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Surgical Science, Tokai Uni-
versity School of Medicine, Isehara, Japan) and characterized pre-
viously25,26. Monolayer cells were grown to ~80% confluence in 1%
penicillin/streptomycin-supplemented Dulbecco's modified Eagle's
medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37�C under
2% O2 to simulate the physiologically hypoxic disc environment5,
and then underwent subculture. Cells at passage �8 were charac-
terized and used for experiments following 72-h pre-culture.


To assess clinical relevance of cell-line findings, human disc NP
cells obtained from patients who underwent lumbar interbody
fusion surgery for degenerative disease were used (n ¼ 40: age,
60.8 ± 4.7 [25e82] years; 20 males and 20 females; Pfirrmann
degeneration grade27, 3.5 ± 0.2 [3e4]). Immediately after surgery,
human disc NP tissues were carefully collected from discarded
surgical waste and digested in 1% penicillin/streptomycin-
supplemented DMEM with 10% FBS and 0.114% collagenase type 2
for 1 h at 37�C. Isolated cells were grown to ~80% confluence as a
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monolayer in 1% penicillin/streptomycin-supplemented DMEM
with 10% FBS at 37�C under 2% O2 for 240 h. Only first-passage cells
were used for experiments following 72-h pre-culture.


Subsequently,1.5� 105/well (6-well plate) for protein extraction
and RNA isolation, 1.2� 104/well (8-well chamber) for staining, and
5.0 � 103/well (96-well plate) for cell proliferation and viability
were prepared. As treatment, RNAi was applied. Cell proliferation
and viability were assessed after up to 48-h treatment. Protein
analysis was conducted after 36-h treatment. To simulate a clini-
cally relevant disease condition28, cells were treated for additional
24 h by interleukin-1 beta (IL-1b) at 10 ng/ml24 with media change
to serum-free DMEM to analyze released proteins. The IL-1b is a
pro-inflammatory cytokine closely linked to the pathogenesis of
disc degeneration28, showing increased production with its
severity29. After treatment, cells and supernatants were collected
for protein extraction and mRNA isolation. Cells were also applied
to staining assays.


As an alternative treatment, a common mTORC1 inhibitor of
rapamycinwasapplied for24e48h, combinedwith IL-1bdepending
on the assays. Then, similar assessments were performed.


Tissues


Portions of human disc NP tissues surgically obtained from the
lumbar spine were carefully dissected and directly used for protein
extraction (n ¼ 8: age, 58.6 ± 12.4 [27e80] years; five males and
three females; Pfirrmann degeneration grade, 3.1 ± 0.6 [2e4]).


RNAi


To knock-down specific signals in the mTOR pathway (Fig. 1),
RNAi using the small interfering RNA (siRNA) against mTOR tar-
geting mTORC1 and mTORC2, RAPTOR targeting mTORC1, or RIC-
TOR targeting mTORC2 was applied. Non-targeting siRNAs were
used as a negative control. To exclude off-target effects of RNAi,
consistent findings were confirmed using at least two siRNAs with
different sequences in all experiments. The siRNA sequences are
listed in Supplemental Table 2.


To deliver siRNAs effectively, the reverse transfection technique
was used. Cells suspended in DMEM with 10% FBS were added to
Opti-minimal essential medium I with the siRNA and Lipofect-
amine RNAiMAX, cultured for 36e48 h. Applied amounts of siRNAs
were 60 (6-well plate), 4.8 (8-well chamber), and 2 (96-well plate)
pmol/well.


Cell proliferation assay


The number of adherent cells was counted in six random low-
power fields (�100) under the BZ-X700 microscope repeatedly at
12, 24, and 48 h after treatment.


Cell viability and mitochondrial activity assays


Cell viability and metabolismwere assessed by the cell counting
kit-8 (CCK-8) based on detecting total mitochondrial activity, the
absorbance of which (450 nm) was measured using the Model 680
microplate reader at 48 h after treatment. Then, mitochondrial
activity per cell was calculated as CCK-8 value normalized to cell
number.


Protein extraction


Cells were scraped off on ice in the 3-(N-morpholino)propane-
sulfonic acid buffer containing protease and phosphatase in-
hibitors. Soluble proteins were collected after centrifugation at

20,000 g for 15 min at 4�C. Non-serum-containing culture media
were also collected, centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 min at 4�C to
remove cellular debris, and concentrated using Amicon Ultra spin
columns.


Tissues were homogenized using the MS-100R bead-beating
disrupter for 30 s twice at 4�C in the T-PER tissue protein extraction
reagent with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Soluble proteins
were collected after 20,000-g cold centrifugation for 15 min.


Protein concentrationwas determined by the bicinchoninic acid
assay. Samples were stored at �80�C.

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
and Western blotting


Equal 30-mg amounts of protein were mixed with the electro-
phoresis sample buffer and boiled for 5 min before loading onto a
7.5e15.0% polyacrylamide gel. Separated proteins in the Trisegly-
cineeSDS buffer system were transblotted electrically and probed
with primary antibodies for 12 h in 4�C (1:200e1:1000 dilution)
followed by secondary antibodies (1:2000 dilution). Signals were
visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence. Images were obtained
using the Chemilumino analyzer LAS-3000 mini. Relative band
intensity was quantified using the ImageJ software (http://rsweb.
nih.gov/ij/).


Western blotting was designed to analyze intracellular expres-
sion of disc NP-associated notochordal markers, brachyury and
CD2430 (both 1:1000 dilutions), mTOR signaling-related mTOR,
RAPTOR, RICTOR, Akt, phosphorylated Akt, p70/S6K, and phos-
phorylated p70/S6K21 (all 1:1000 dilutions), autophagy-related
light chain 3 (LC3) and p62/sequestosome 1 (p62/SQSTM1)31


(both 1:1000 dilutions), apoptosis-related cleaved poly (ADP-
ribose) polymerase (PARP)32 and cleaved caspase-933 (both 1:1000
dilutions), senescence-related p16/INK4A34 (1:1000 dilution) in
total cell or tissue protein extracts. Western blotting was also
designed to analyze released protein expression of catabolic MMP-
3, MMP-13, MMP-2, and MMP-9 (all 1:1000 dilutions) and anti-
catabolic TIMP-1 (1:200 dilution) and TIMP-2 (1:1000 dilution) in
supernatant protein extracts.

Zymography


Equal 30-mg amounts of protein were mixed with the sample
buffer and loaded onto a 10% gel containing gelatin. After electro-
phoresis, the gel was equilibrated with the zymogram renaturing
buffer for 30 min and incubated with the zymogram developing
buffer for 12 h at 37�C. Signals were visualized by staining the gel
with SimplyBlue SafeStain. Image acquisition and band quantifi-
cation were performed using the LAS-3000 mini and the ImageJ,
respectively.

Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling
(TUNEL) staining


Apoptotic cells were identified using a fluorescein-labeled
TUNEL assay kit35. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for
10 min. The 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was used for
counterstaining. Images were photographed using the BZ-X700
microscope. The percentage of TUNEL-positive cells was calcu-
lated as relative to the number of DAPI-positive total cells, which
were both counted in six random low-power fields (�100) using
the ImageJ.



http://rsweb.nih.gov/ij/

http://rsweb.nih.gov/ij/
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Senescence-associated beta-galactosidase (SA-b-gal) staining


Cytochemical staining was performed to detect senescence us-
ing a SA-b-gal staining kit at pH 636. The percentage of SA-b-gal-
positive cells was similarly calculated in six random low-power
fields (�100).


RNA isolation and real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR).


Total RNAwas extracted using the RNeasy mini kit, and 0.1 mg of
total RNA was reverse-transcribed with random primers. Relative
mRNA expression levels of catabolic MMP-3, MMP-13, ADAMTS-4,
and ADAMTS-5, anti-catabolic TIMP-1 and TIMP-3, and anabolic
ACAN encoding aggrecan and COL2A1 encoding collagen type II
alpha 1 chain relative to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) were assessed by real-time RT-PCR using SYBR Green
fluorescent dye. Good feasibility of GAPDH as an endogenous con-
trol for disc cells was established previously37. Measurements were
performed in duplicate using the Applied Biosystems 7500 real-
time PCR system. The primer sequences were obtained from prior
reports38e40 or purchased from Takara Bio, as listed in
Supplemental Table 2. Melting curve analysis was performed using
the Dissociation Curves software to ensure the amplification of only
a single product. Relative mRNA expressionwas analyzed using the
2�DDCt method41. The value of the non-targeting siRNA-treated
control sample was set as 1.


Statistical analysis


Data are expressed as the mean ± 95% confidence interval (CI) of
six independent samples in duplicate or triplicate, consisting of
experiments using two siRNAs with different sequences in RNAi,
unless indicated otherwise (n ¼ 6). Multi-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with the TukeyeKramer post-hoc test or regression
analysis was used. Mixed-design ANOVA or paired t test was used
for the comparison between within-variable groups. The P-values
<0.05 were regarded as statistically significant using IBM SPSS
Statistics 23.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).


Results


Selective interference of mTOR signaling induces consistent
autophagy and differential Akt activation in human disc NP cell-line
cells


First, to validate the human disc NP cell-line cells, we assessed
expression of disc NP-associated notochordal markers. Although
there have been no definitive disc NP phenotypic markers42, the
disc NP development from the notochord results in a relatively high
specificity of brachyury and CD2430. Consequently, this cell line
expressed brachyury and CD24 consistently through passage 2e8,
suggesting the maintained phenotype [Fig. 2(A)].


Next, we assessed whether RNAi effectively knocked-down
target proteins. Western blotting showed specific decreases in
expression of target proteins by the corresponding siR-
NAsdcontrol, 100%; mTOR, 43.0 ± 3.3%; RAPTOR, 35.8 ± 4.2%;
RICTOR, 47.4 ± 5.8% (all P < 0.0001) [Fig. 2(B)].


Then, we assessed how RNAi modulated mTOR signaling.
Western blotting showed that mTOR and RICTOR siRNAs
decreased p70/S6K and Akt phosphorylation, whereas RAPTOR
siRNA decreased p70/S6K but increased Akt phosphorylation
[Fig. 2(C)].


Furthermore, we assessed how RNAi modified autophagy.
Western blotting showed that all siRNA treatments increased LC3-II

and decreased p62/SQSTM1. The phosphatidylethanolamine-
conjugated form of LC3, LC3-II (unlike its cytosolic form, LC3-I), is
the only protein marker reliably associated with completed auto-
phagosomes31. The p62/SQSTM1 and p62/SQSTM1-bound poly-
ubiquitinated proteins become incorporated into completed
autophagosomes and degraded in autolysosomes, demonstrating a
negative correlation with autophagy31. Thus, the present findings
indicate enhanced autophagy [Fig. 2(D)].


Selective interference of mTOR signaling induces differential effects
on proliferation, apoptosis, senescence, and matrix metabolism in
human disc NP cell-line cells


To understand modified cellular physiology by RNAi, we
counted cell numbers. After 24-h transfection, the number of cells
decreased by siRNAs against mTOR (P ¼ 0.03) and RICTOR
(P ¼ 0.0004) but not RAPTOR. After 48-h transfection, this trend
toward decrease by mTOR and RICTOR siRNAs was more
remarkable (both P < 0.0001), indicating reduced cell prolifera-
tion by mTOR inhibition except RAPTOR interference [Fig. 3(A)].
Similar findings were observed in CCK-8 mitochondrial activity-
based cell viability after 48-h mTOR (P ¼ 0.006) and RICTOR
(P ¼ 0.004) siRNA transfection [Fig. 3(B)]. However, mitochondrial
activity per cell, calculated as CCK-8 normalized to cell number,
demonstrated no significant differences between all siRNA treat-
ments, indicating maintained mitochondrial activity by mTOR
inhibition [Fig. 3(B)].


Then, we assessed modified cell death, aging, and matrix
metabolism by RNAi. First, effective modulation of mTOR signaling
and autophagy by IL-1b in human disc NP cell-line cells was
confirmed [Supplemental Fig. 1(A)]. Then, the percentage of
apoptotic TUNEL-positive cells increased by IL-1b (P < 0.0001).
This change was suppressed by RAPTOR siRNA only (P < 0.0001)
[Fig. 3(C)]. Western blotting also showed IL-1b-induced increases
in PARP and caspase-9 cleavage, indicating mitochondrial
apoptosis, decreased by RAPTOR siRNA only [Fig. 3(D)]. Mean-
while, Western blotting showed that IL-1b-induced increases in
senescent p16/INK4A decreased by all mTOR, RAPTOR, and RICTOR
siRNAs [Fig. 3(D)]. In culture supernatants, IL-1b induced a shift in
matrix metabolism toward catabolism, showing drastically
increased catabolic MMP-3 and MMP-13 relative to anti-catabolic
TIMP-1 and TIMP-2. This MMP-3 and MMP-13 release was
markedly reduced by all siRNAs; however, TIMP-1 and TIMP-2
were less affected [Fig. 3(E)]. Gelatin zymography further
showed that IL-1b-induced increases in the MMP-2 and MMP-9
active-forms were most effectively suppressed by RAPTOR siRNA
[Fig. 3(E)].

Selective interference of mTORC1/RAPTOR protects against apoptosis
and senescence in human disc NP cells


Based on the human disc NP cell-line findings, RNAi of RAPTOR
targeting mTORC1 was considered as a candidate to treat disc
disease. Therefore, to confirm its clinical efficacy, we assessed RNAi
effects of RAPTOR on human disc NP cells. First, we validated hu-
man disc NP cells obtained surgically, revealing relatively preserved
expression of notochord-phenotypic brachyury and CD24
[Fig. 4(A)]. Next, we confirmed that human disc NP cells expressed
mTOR, RAPTOR, and RICTOR [Fig. 4(A)]. Then, we examined the
knock-down efficacy by RAPTOR RNAi, demonstrating reduced
RAPTOR protein expression by two different siRNA sequen-
cesdcontrol, 100%; RAPTOR no.1, 33.7 ± 5.5% (P < 0.0001); RAPTOR
no. 2, 36.3 ± 7.9% (P < 0.0001) [Fig. 4(B)]. Furthermore, we assessed
modulated mTOR signaling and autophagy by RAPTOR RNAi,







Fig. 2. Selective interference of mTOR signaling induces consistent autophagy and differential Akt activation in human disc NP cell-line cells. (A) Western blotting for disc
NP-phenotypic brachyury and CD24 in total protein extracts from human disc NP cell-line cells at passage �8 after 72-h culture in DMEM with 10% FBS. Actin was used as a loading
control. (B) Western blotting for mTOR signaling-related mTOR, RAPTOR, and RICTOR and actin in total protein extracts from human disc NP cell-line cells after 36-h transfection of
mTOR (TOR), RAPTOR (RAP), RICTOR (RIC), or control (C) siRNA in DMEM with 10% FBS. Changes in protein expression of mTOR, RAPTOR and RICTOR relative to actin are shown.
Data are the mean ± 95% CI (n ¼ 6). The paired t test was used. (C) Western blotting for mTOR signaling-related Akt, phosphorylated Akt (p-Akt), p70/S6K, phosphorylated p70/S6K
(p-p70/S6K), and actin in total protein extracts from human disc NP cell-line cells. (D) Western blotting for autophagy-related LC3 and p62/SQSTM1 and actin in total protein
extracts from human disc NP cell-line cells. All immunoblots shown are representative of experiments with similar results (n ¼ 6).
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exhibiting decreased p70/S6K phosphorylation and increased Akt
phosphorylation [Fig. 4(B)]. Autophagic increases in LC3-II and
decreases in p62/SQSTM1 were also observed [Fig. 4(B)]. These
findings were all consistent with human disc NP cell-line cells.


Then, we assessed modified apoptosis and senescence by
RAPTOR RNAi. The relationship between IL-1b stimulation and
mTOR signaling in human disc NP cells was similar to the cell-line

findings [Supplemental Fig. 1(B)]. Western blotting showed that
IL-1b-induced mitochondrial apoptosis was suppressed by
RAPTOR siRNA [Fig. 4(C)]. Next, IL-1b-induced senescence was
suppressed by RAPTOR siRNA [Fig. 4(C)]. Additionally, SA-b-gal
staining demonstrated that the positive cell percentage increased
by IL-1b (P < 0.0001), which was suppressed by RAPTOR siRNA
(P < 0.0001) [Fig. 4(D)].
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Fig. 3. Selective interference of mTOR signaling induces differential effects on proliferation, apoptosis, senescence, and matrix metabolism in human disc NP cell-line cells.
(A) Changes in the number of human disc NP cell-line cells at 12, 24, and 48 h after transfection of mTOR, RAPTOR, RICTOR, or control siRNA in DMEM with 10% FBS. Data are the
mean ± 95% CI (n ¼ 6). Two-way mixed-design ANOVAwith the TukeyeKramer post-hoc test was used. (B) Changes in the percentage of total viability and individual mitochondrial
activity of human disc NP cell-line cells using CCK-8 after 48-h transfection of mTOR, RAPTOR, RICTOR, or control siRNA in DMEM with 10% FBS. Data are the mean ± 95% CI (n ¼ 6).
One-way repeated-measures ANOVAwith the TukeyeKramer post-hoc test was used. (C) Immunofluorescence for apoptotic TUNEL (green), nuclear DAPI (blue), and merged signals
in human disc NP cell-line cells after 36-h transfection of mTOR, RAPTOR, RICTOR, or control siRNA in DMEM with 10% FBS followed by 24-h culture in serum-free DMEM with 10-
ng/ml IL-1b. Changes in the percentage of TUNEL-positive cells in DAPI-positive cells are shown. The number of cells was counted in six random low-power fields (�100). Data are
the mean ± 95% CI (n ¼ 6). One-way ANOVA with the TukeyeKramer post-hoc test was used. (D) Western blotting for apoptotic cleaved PARP and cleaved caspase-9 and senescent
p16/INK4A in total protein extracts from human disc NP cell-line cells. Actin was used as a loading control. (E) Western blotting for catabolic MMP-3 and MMP-13 and anti-catabolic
TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 in supernatant protein extracts from human disc NP cell-line cells. Gelatin zymography for MMPs in supernatant protein extracts from human disc NP cell-line
cells. All immunoblots and zymographs shown are representative of experiments with similar results (n ¼ 6).
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Fig. 4. Selective interference of mTORC1/RAPTOR protects against apoptosis and
senescence in human disc NP cells. (A) Western blotting for disc NP-phenotypic
brachyury and CD24 and mTOR signaling-related mTOR, RAPTOR, and RICTOR in total
protein extracts from human disc NP cells of patients who underwent lumbar spine
surgery for degenerative disease after 240-h culture in DMEM with 10% FBS. Actin was
used as a loading control. Immunoblots show samples randomly selected (n ¼ 4). (B)
Western blotting for mTOR signaling-related RAPTOR, Akt, phosphorylated Akt (p-
Akt), p70/S6K, and phosphorylated p70/S6K (p-p70/S6K), autophagy-related LC3 and
p62/SQSTM1, and actin in total protein extracts from human disc NP cells after 36-
h transfection of RAPTOR siRNA with two different sequences or control siRNA in
DMEM with 10% FBS. Changes in protein expression of RAPTOR relative to actin are
shown. Data are the mean ± 95% CI (n ¼ 3). One-way repeated-measures ANOVA with
the TukeyeKramer post-hoc test was used. (C) Western blotting for apoptotic cleaved
PARP and cleaved caspase-9, senescent p16/INK4A, and actin in total protein extracts
from human disc NP cells after 36-h transfection of RAPTOR or control siRNA in DMEM
with 10% FBS followed by 24-h culture in serum-free DMEM with 10-ng/ml IL-1b. (D)
SA-b-gal staining in human disc NP cells. Arrows indicate SA-b-gal-positive cells.
Changes in the percentage of SA-b-gal-positive cells in total cells are shown. The
number of cells was counted in six random low-power fields (�100). Data are the
mean ± 95% CI (n ¼ 6). One-way ANOVA with the TukeyeKramer post-hoc test was
used. In (B) and (C), immunoblots shown are representative of experiments with
similar results (n ¼ 6).
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Selective interference of mTORC1/RAPTOR protects against matrix
catabolism in human disc NP cells


We further assessed modified matrix metabolism by RAPTOR
RNAi in human disc NP cells. Western blotting in culture super-
natants showed that IL-1b-induced release of the MMP-3, MMP-
13, MMP-2, and MMP-9 pro-forms and MMP-3, MMP-13, and
MMP-2 active-forms was all suppressed by RAPTOR siRNA, while
TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 were less sensitive [Fig. 5(A)]. Gelatin
zymography also showed that IL-1b-induced increases in the
MMP-2 and MMP-9 active-forms were suppressed by RAPTOR
siRNA [Fig. 5(A)]. These findings were common between human
disc NP cells and cell-line cells.


Real-time RT-PCR demonstrated that IL-1b-induced mRNA up-
regulation of catabolic MMP-3 (P < 0.0001), MMP-13 (P ¼ 0.04),
and ADAMTS-4 (P < 0.0001) was suppressed by RAPTOR siRNA
[Fig. 5(B)]. Meanwhile, catabolic ADAMTS-5 and anti-catabolic
TIMP-1 and TIMP-3 mRNA expression was less affected by IL-1b
and RAPTOR siRNA [Fig. 5(B)]. Then, IL-1b-induced down-
regulation of anabolic ACAN and COL2A1 was not significantly
rescued by RAPTOR siRNA; however, RAPTOR siRNA treatment
resulted in a trend toward up-regulation of these anabolic genes
with statistical significance for COL2A1 (P ¼ 0.02) [Fig. 5(B)].


Pharmacological inhibition of mTORC1 by rapamycin protects
against apoptosis, senescence, and matrix catabolism in human disc
NP cells


Rapamycin was used as a positive control of mTORC1 inhibition.
First, CCK-8 assay demonstrated significant decreases in cell
viability by rapamycin �1 mM (P ¼ 0.004). Thus, 100 nM was
selected as an effective but non-toxic concentration [Fig. 6(A)].
Then, Western blotting showed that rapamycin decreased p70/S6K
and increased Akt phosphorylation in mTOR signaling and
increased LC3-II and decreased p62/SQSTM1 in autophagy, which
are similar findings to RAPTOR siRNA indicating mTORC1 sup-
pression [Fig. 6(B)]. Furthermore, rapamycin decreased mitochon-
drial apoptosis markers and senescence markers, also similar to
RAPTOR siRNA [Fig. 6(C)]. Finally, rapamycin decreased expression
and activity of catabolic MMPs whereas anti-catabolic TIMPs were
relatively unchanged, consistent with mTORC1/RAPTOR interfer-
ence [Fig. 6(D)].


mTOR signaling is detectable in human disc NP tissues


Additionally, we examined mTOR-signaling involvement in
human disc NP surgical specimens. Western blotting showed
maintained expression of disc NP-phenotypic brachyury and CD24.
Expression of mTOR, RAPTOR, RICTOR, Akt, and p70/S6K and
phosphorylation of Akt and p70/S6K were also detected in all pa-
tient samples with 20e80 in ages and 2e4 in degeneration grades
(Fig. 7). Regression analysis demonstrated age-dependent de-
creases in Akt expression (P ¼ 0.049) and phosphorylation
(P ¼ 0.046) (Fig. 7).


Discussion


This is the first mechanistic study to demonstrate cascade-
dependent, differential roles of mTOR signaling in human inter-
vertebral disc cells. The RNAi technique enabled specific suppres-
sion of respective pathway constituents. In mTOR signaling, while
mTOR, RAPTOR, and RICTOR siRNA treatments all diminished
mTOR-downstream p70/S6K phosphorylation and activated
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Fig. 5. Selective interference of mTORC1/RAPTOR protects against matrix catabolism in human disc NP cells. (A) Western blotting for catabolic MMP-3, MMP-13, MMP-2, and
MMP-9 and anti-catabolic TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 in supernatant protein extracts from human disc NP cells after 36-h transfection of RAPTOR or control siRNA in DMEM with 10% FBS
followed by 24-h culture in serum-free DMEM with 10-ng/ml IL-1b. Gelatin zymography for MMPs in supernatant protein extracts from human disc NP cells. Changes in protein
expression of the pro-form and active-form of MMP-3, MMP-13, and MMP-2 and activity of the pro-form and active-form of MMP-2 and MMP-9 relative to the control siRNA-
transfected pro-form under IL-1b treatment are shown. Data are the mean ± 95% CI. One-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the TukeyeKramer post-hoc test was used. Im-
munoblots and zymographs shown are representative of experiments with similar results (n ¼ 6). (B) Real-time RT-PCR for catabolic MMP-3, MMP-13, ADAMTS-4, and ADAMTS-5,
anti-catabolic TIMP-1 and TIMP-3, and anabolic aggrecan (ACAN) and collagen type 2-a1 (COL2A1) in total RNA extracts from human disc NP cells. GAPDH was used as an endogenous
control. Data are the mean ± 95% CI expressed as the fold change relative to the condition of control siRNA without IL-1b (n ¼ 6). One-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the
TukeyeKramer post-hoc test was used.
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autophagy, only RAPTOR siRNA enhanced mTOR-upstream Akt
phosphorylation. Cell proliferation was reduced by mTOR and
RICTOR siRNAs but not RAPTOR siRNA. Under inflammation,
cellular senescence and extracellular matrix catabolism were sup-
pressed by all siRNAs; however, cellular apoptosis was blocked by
RAPTOR siRNA only. These protective effects of RAPTOR RNAi
against cell death, aging, and matrix catabolism were consistent
with pharmacological mTORC1 inhibition by rapamycin, suggesting
mTORC1/RAPTOR interference as a potent molecular treatment
strategy for disc disease.

The observed consistent RNAi findings of mTOR, RAPTOR, and
RICTOR were pro-autophagic, anti-senescent, and anti-catabolic
(Fig. 8). Autophagy is negatively regulated by mTORC121, which
can explain our pro-autophagic findings directly. Cell cycle and
proliferation are controlled positively by translation-stimulating
p70/S6K, receiving positive regulation of mTORC1, and negatively
by translation-repressing eukaryotic translation initiation factor
4E-binding protein 1 (4E-BP1), receiving negative regulation of
mTORC121. The 4E-BP1 is required for dietary restriction-induced
lifespan extension43. Deletion of p70/S6K also extends lifespan44.
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Fig. 6. Pharmacological inhibition of mTORC1 by rapamycin protects against
apoptosis, senescence, and matrix catabolism in human disc NP cells. (A) Changes
in the percentage of viability of human disc NP cells form surgical specimens using
CCK-8 after 48-h treatment of 0e50 mM rapamycin in DMEM with 10% FBS. Data are
the mean ± 95% CI (n ¼ 6). One-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the TukeyeK-
ramer post-hoc test was used. (B) Western blotting for mTOR signaling-related mTOR,
RAPTOR, RICTOR, Akt, phosphorylated Akt (p-Akt), p70/S6K, and phosphorylated p70/
S6K (p-p70/S6K) and autophagy-related LC3 and p62/SQSTM1 in total protein extracts
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Mice with hypomorphic mTOR (approximately 25% of wild-type
mice) have shown increased lifespan and reduced aging tissue
biomarkers including p16/INK4A45. Therefore, our anti-senescent
findings can be explained by mTORC1-mediated proliferation.
Meanwhile, few reports have described the regulation and mech-
anism of matrix metabolism by mTOR. However, our anti-catabolic
findings suggest that expression and activation of MMPs, possibly
rather than ADAMTSs and TIMPs, depend on mTORC1-mediated
translation. Further investigations need to be conducted; howev-
er, mTORC1-mediated proliferation and translation provide a
plausible interpretation with reduced disc cell aging and matrix
catabolism by mTOR/RAPTOR/RICTOR interference.


The differential anti-apoptotic RNAi findings of RAPTOR,
resulting in mTORC1 inhibition, from mTOR and RICTOR, resulting
in mTORC1 and mTORC2 inhibition, can be explained by contrast-
ing phosphorylation levels of Akt (Fig. 8). There is a negative
feedback loop from down-stream p70/S6K to up-stream class I
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)46. The PI3K is responsible for
various cellular functions related to the competence of class I PI3K
to activate Akt. Therefore, suppressed mTORC1 and then p70/S6K
by RAPTOR RNAi lead to the loss of this feedback for class I PI3K,
resulting in Akt activation. The Akt enhances cell survival directly
by blocking pro-apoptotic proteins including the Bcl-2-associated
death promoter protein and through effects on transcription fac-
tors such as forkhead box O and p5322. In addition, Akt increases
cell proliferation through not only mTORC1 induction (p70/S6K
induction and 4E-BP1 inhibition) but also other pathways including
inhibition of negative cell-cycle regulators p27/KIP1 and p21/
CIP122. This may explain why RAPTOR RNAi relatively maintained
cell proliferation despite reduced p70/S6K phosphorylation. Thus,
Akt-mediated survival and proliferation strongly support mTORC1/
RAPTOR interference as a potential therapeutic application to disc
disease.


However, it is controversial whether apoptosis is under the
direct regulation of Akt. In this study, mTOR and RICTOR siRNAs
did not increase apoptotic markers despite decreased Akt phos-
phorylation through mTORC2 suppression. There are many points
of cross-talk and redundancy in the AKT-signaling network47. The
mTORC1 and/or mTORC2 inhibition-mediated autophagy induc-
tion might prevent excessive disc cell apoptosis as shown previ-
ously48. Further mechanistic analyses are required to identify the
optimal intervention in mTOR signaling of disc cells for
treatment.


Articular cartilage-specific deletion of mTOR in mice has shown
to be protective against destabilized medial meniscus-induced
osteoarthritis, resulting in enhanced autophagy, decreased
apoptosis, and increased catabolic MMP-13 expression49. Rapa-
mycin, inhibitingmTORC1, has been reported to activate autophagy,
suppress apoptosis, and reduce osteoarthritis-related gene
expression changes in human chondrocytes24. The majority of our
results are consistent with these data, providing more mechanistic
interpretations and speculations. Although these prior studies
place importance on mTORC1 suppression-induced autophagy
activation for chondrocyte protection, the current study highlights
Akt activation bymTORC1/RAPTOR interference. Future studies will

from human disc NP cells after 24-h treatment of 100-nM rapamycin in DMEM with
10% FBS. Actin was used as a loading control. (C) Western blotting for apoptotic cleaved
PARP and cleaved caspase-9, senescent p16/INK4A, and actin in total protein extracts
from human disc NP cells after 24-h treatment of 100-nM rapamycin in serum-free
DMEM with 10-ng/ml IL-1b. (D) Western blotting for catabolic MMP-3 and MMP-13
and anti-catabolic TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 in supernatant protein extracts from human
disc NP cells. Gelatin zymography for MMPs in supernatant protein extracts from
human disc NP cells. All immunoblots and zymographs shown are representative of
experiments with similar results (n ¼ 6).
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Fig. 7. mTOR signaling is detectable in human disc NP tissues. Western blotting for disc NP-phenotypic brachyury and CD24 and mTOR signaling-related mTOR, RAPTOR, RICTOR,
Akt, phosphorylated Akt (p-Akt), p70/S6K, and phosphorylated p70/S6K (p-p70/S6K) in total protein extracts from human disc NP tissues of patients who underwent lumbar spine
surgery for degenerative disease. Actin was used as a loading control. Immunoblots show samples randomly selected (n ¼ 8). Changes in protein expression, phosphorylation, and
phosphorylation/expression ratio of Akt and p70/S6K relative to actin are shown. Regression analysis was used.
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be designed to determine whether Akt or autophagy is essential to
protect cells against apoptosis, senescence, and matrix catabolism.
Then, as shown in this study, the findings in prior studies can be
explained by mTORC1 suppression. However, mTOR is the central
signal integrator for nutrients and energy, playing critical roles in
cell growth and division21. The present study indicates that com-
plete inhibition of mTOR signaling may be harmful because of
reduced cell proliferation and viability. In fact, homogenous dele-
tion of mTOR results in embryonic lethality50. Therefore, incom-
plete inhibition of mTORC1 only, facilitating maintained reduced

cell proliferation and viability with apoptosis suppression, is
recommended.


Our disc-tissue Western blotting successfully detected mTOR-
signaling molecules showing age-dependent decreases in Akt
expression and phosphorylation. Despite the increased attention of
mTOR signaling21, its actual involvement in disc degeneration is
largely unknown. The observed, reduced expression and phos-
phorylation of mTOR-signaling molecules with aging is potentially
supportive to disclose the involvement in disc health. Future ex-
aminations with larger sample sizes are required.
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of effects of mTORC1/RAPTOR interference on human
disc NP cells. The mTOR is a serine/threonine kinase that integrates nutrients to
execute cell growth and division. The mTOR exists in two complexes of mTORC1
containing RAPTOR and mTORC2 containing RICTOR. Down-stream effectors of
mTORC1 including p70/S6K regulate cell proliferation, mRNA translation, and protein
synthesis. Autophagy, as assessed by LC3 and p62/SQSTM1, is under the tight negative
regulation of mTORC1. The mTORC1 is regulated by up-stream Akt, an essential pro-
survival mediator by suppressing apoptosis. In human disc NP cells, selective sup-
pression of mTORC1 by RAPTOR siRNA or rapamycin decreased p70/S6K phosphory-
lation, increased Akt phosphorylation through the negative feedback loop for class I
PI3K, and enhanced autophagy, which further inhibited senescence and matrix
catabolism possibly through disruption of p70/S6K and other mTORC1 effectors and
also apoptosis possibly through Akt activation.
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A limitation of this study is the lack of in vivo RNAi or rapamycin
data. Further studies using animal models of disc degener-
ation11e13,16,37 may reveal the effectiveness of mTORC1/RAPTOR-
suppressing therapies. Another limitation is the monolayer cell
culture. Three-dimensional culture systems are favorable to simu-
late the physiological environment of the disc NP, although it is
actually difficult to analyze detailed molecular signaling using
alginate gel beads. An additional limitation is no consideration of
the variety among subjects with different ages, genders, and
degeneration grades, although our findings of in vitro experiments
were consistent regardless these parameters. These are subjects to
be studied in the future.


In conclusion, selective interference of mTORC1/RAPTOR pro-
tects against inflammation-induced apoptosis, senescence, and
matrix catabolism in human disc cells. These beneficial effects
depend on activation of Akt as well as autophagy, providing in-
sights into biological therapy.
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Corrigendum

Corrigendum to “Age of menarche is associated with knee joint
replacement due to primary osteoarthritis (The HUNT Study and the
Norwegian Arthroplasty Register)” [Osteoarthr Cartil 25 (2017)
1654e1662]


A.I. Hellevik y z *, L. Nordsletten z x, M.B. Johnsen x ǁ, A.M. Fenstad ¶, O. Furnes ¶#,
K. Storheim x ǁ, J.A. Zwart x ǁ, G. Flugsrud z, A. Langhammer y
y The HUNT Research Centre, Department of Public Health and Nursing, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU), Levanger, Norway
z Division of Orthopaedic Surgery, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway
x Faculty of Medicine, University of Oslo, Norway
ǁ Research and Communication Unit for Musculoskeletal Health, Division of Clinical Neuroscience, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway
¶ The Norwegian Arthroplasty Register, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway
# Department of Clinical Medicine, Institute of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

The authors have found an error in Table 4 of the above published article where the data for Model 2 of Parity were listed incorrectly. The
correct numbers are listed in Table 4 below under Parity and Model 2.


The authors would like to point out that neither of these results were statistically significant, so it does not change the results or the
discussion in any way.


Table IV Reproductive history and use of hormonal medication, and risk of total hip replacement (THR). (OC: Oral contraceptives; HRT:
Hormone replacement therapy)

Population at risk Person years Cases Model 1* Model 2y
HR* 95% CI HRy 95% CI


Parity
Nulliparous 1168 12,610 25 1 Ref 1 Ref
1 2966 26,173 55 1.17 (0.73e1.88) 1.12 (0.58e2.18)
2 10,649 86,907 209 1.43 (0.94e2.17) 1.56 (0.86e2.81)
3 8818 71,050 186 1.30 (0.85e1.97) 1.42 (0.79e2.57)
�4 5322 44,731 184 1.29 (0.85e1.97) 1.34 (0.74e2.44)
P linear trend 0.57 0.61
Age at menarche, years
�11 2683 21,502 49 1 Ref 1 Ref
12 5502 45,203 118 1.04 (0.75e1.45) 1.15 (0.78e1.71)
13 7554 62,328 155 0.96 (0.70e1.33) 1.00 (0.68e1.47)
14 7227 59,988 177 0.93 (0.67e1.28) 1.04 (0.71e1.53)
�15 6129 50,698 163 0.92 (0.67e1.28) 1.07 (0.73e1.58)
P linear trend 0.352 0.968
Menopausal status


DOI of original article: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.joca.2017.06.010.
* Address correspondence and reprint requests to: A.I. Hellevik, HUNT Research Centre, Forskningsveien 2, N-7600 Levanger, Norway.


E-mail addresses: alf.hellevik@ntnu.no (A.I. Hellevik), lars.nordsletten@medisin.uio.no (L. Nordsletten), m.b.johnsen@medisin.uio.no (M.B. Johnsen), anne.marie.fenstad@
helse-bergen.no (A.M. Fenstad), ove.furnes@helse-bergen.no (O. Furnes), kjersti.storheim@medisin.uio.no (K. Storheim), j.a.zwart@medisin.uio.no (J.A. Zwart), gbflugsrud@
gmail.com (G. Flugsrud), arnulf.langhammer@ntnu.no (A. Langhammer).
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1063-4584/© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis Research Society International. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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(continued )


Population at risk Person years Cases Model 1* Model 2y
HR* 95% CI HRy 95% CI


Pre/peri 10,336 91,247 65 1 Ref 1 Ref
Post 14,922 112,668 515 0.99 (0.70e1.41) 0.97 (0.67e1.40)
Age at menopause, years
�48 4815 37,504 156 1 Ref 1 Ref
49e51 5090 38,187 185 1.13 (0.92e1.40) 1.14 (0.89e1.45)
�52 5017 36,976 174 1.04 (0.83e1.29) 1.03 (0.80e1.32)
Years of menstruation 14,386 236,732 667 1.01 (0.99e1.03) 1 (0.98e1.03)
OC use
Never 6202 56,109 193 1 Ref 1 Ref
Ever 11,924 96,117 133 1.11 (0.87e1.42) 1.03 (0.79e1.35)
Years of OC use 11,488 90,646 120 0.94 (0.87e1.01) 0.96 (0.89e1.04)
HRT use
Never 22,203 175,094 391 1 Ref 1 Ref
Past 2536 18,035 88 1.12 (0.88e1.41) 1.03 (0.80e1.33)
Current 2003 16,964 95 1.32 (1.05e1.66) 1.19 (0.92e1.53)
HRT use by site
Never 22,203 175,094 391 1 Ref 1 Ref
Local 2197 16,539 100 1.26 (1.01e1.58) 1.16 (0.90e1.48)
Systemic 2342 18,460 83 1.16 (0.91e1.48) 1.05 (0.80e1.36)
Years of HRT use 3370 22,306 116 1.04 (1.01e1.07) 1.04 (1.01e1.07)


A.I. Hellevik et al. / Osteoarthritis and Cartilage 25 (2017) 2148e2149 2149

*Adjusted for age, BMI and smoking.
yAdjusted for age, BMI, smoking and physical activity in all analyses. Additional adjustment for diabetes, parity, menarche, menopausal


status, oral contraceptives and hormone replacement therapy as appropriate in each DAG analysis.
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Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the ability of undenatured native chicken type II
collagen (UC-II) to prevent excessive articular cartilage deterioration in a rat model of osteoarthritis (OA).
Methods: Twenty male rats were subjected to partial medial meniscectomy tear (PMMT) surgery to
induce OA. Immediately after the surgery 10 rats received vehicle and another 10 rats oral daily dose of
UC-II at 0.66 mg/kg for a period of 8 weeks. In addition 10 naïve rats were used as an intact control and
another 10 rats received sham surgery. Study endpoints included a weight-bearing capacity of front and
hind legs, serum biomarkers of bone and cartilage metabolism, analyses of subchondral and cancellous
bone at the tibial epiphysis and metaphysis, and cartilage pathology at the medial tibial plateau using
histological methods.
Results: PMMT surgery produced moderate OA at the medial tibial plateau. Specifically, the deterioration
of articular cartilage negatively impacted the weight bearing capacity of the operated limb. Immediate
treatment with the UC-II preserved the weight-bearing capacity of the injured leg, preserved integrity of
the cancellous bone at tibial metaphysis and limited the excessive osteophyte formation and deterio-
ration of articular cartilage.
Conclusion: Study results demonstrate that a clinically relevant daily dose of UC-II when applied
immediately after injury can improve the mechanical function of the injured knee and prevent excessive
deterioration of articular cartilage.


© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis Research Society
International. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/


licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction


Osteoarthritis (OA) is a complex multifactorial disease process
involving over time all of the tissues within and surrounding the
synovial lined joints. Progression of the disease leads to disability
associated with joint pain and dysfunction1,2. Epidemiologic
studies have determined that risk factors for the progression of OA
include aging, over- or non-physiological loads, obesity, trauma,
hormonal disorders or a combination of several factors. While the
exact etiology of OA in not yet known, injury to the articular

to: C.M. Bagi, Pfizer Global
y, 100 Eastern Point Road MS


i), edwin.r.berryman@pfizer.
lane@ucdavis.edu (N.E. Lane).


er Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis R
d/4.0/).

cartilage over time results in changes in both the chondrocyte and
synoviocyte metabolism such that inflammatory cytokines that are
produced impair the chondrocytes ability to restore the cartilage
matrix3. The search for effective therapies that attenuate joint
degradation, improve joint flexibility and relieve joint pain has
been challenging and current therapies to treat OA include acet-
aminophen and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)4.


Because collagen is the most prevalent component of the solid
phase of articular cartilage, collagen supplementation has been
considered a key treatment option to prevent damage to the
articular cartilage over time and support the healing process
following the onset of OA. Several hypotheses have been proposed
to elucidate the exact mechanisms by which collagen derivatives
improve the health of the articular cartilage5. Currently, glucos-
amine and chondroitin are the two most commonly used nutra-
ceuticals that providemedicinal, therapeutic, and health benefits to
arthritic patients6,7. For example, treatment with collagen

esearch Society International. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
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derivatives has been proposed to provide an adequate supply of
nutrients required for cartilage repair and maintenance8,9, improve
and preserve the quality of the subchondral bone10,11, and maintain
the overall health of articular cartilage and subchondral bone12,13.
Over the past several years, a novel nutraceutical undenatured type
II collagen (UC-II) from chicken sternum cartilage has been studied
in knee OA subjects14e16. In vivo animal studies have reported that
UC-II acts via specific regulatory T cells (Tregs) in the gut that
migrate and concentrate in areas of inflammation upon stimula-
tion, where they modulate local immune responses in an antigen-
specific manner17,18. Irrespective of the actual mechanism of action,
collagen derivatives seem to improve the health of the articular
cartilage and are safe for patients and therefore, should be
considered for the prevention or treatment of OA as a sole therapy
or in combination with other drugs15,19. UC-II is derived from
chicken sternum cartilage and is being marketed as a powdered,
shelf-stable ingredient that at daily dose of 40 mg demonstrated
clinical benefit by improving joint comfort, flexibility and mobility
in OA patients.20,21


Commonly used method to induce OA in rodents is unilateral
medial meniscal tear (MMT) method resulting in rapid progression
of degenerative changes in the articular cartilage of the medial
tibial plateau including fibrillation of articular cartilage, osteophyte
formation and a loss of chondrocytes22,23. The medial meniscotibial
ligament anchors the medial meniscus to the medial tibial plateau
to ensure high congruency between articular structures and the
transfer of weight-bearing loads during locomotion. Because
cartilage degeneration develops rather rapidly in rats, evaluating
drugs aimed to protect articular cartilage using the MMT model is
challenging. The partial medial meniscectomy tear (PMMT)method
is deemed less invasive than the complete medial meniscectomy
model and is thus considered a more suitable model to test the
ability of UC-II products to prevent the deterioration of cartilage
degeneration and improve the healing of damaged articular
cartilage.24


The present study tested the ability of undenatured native
chicken type II collagen administered orally at the time of cartilage
injury imposed by PMMT to prevent the excessive deterioration
and improve the healing of articular cartilage.


Method


Test article


UC-II (InterHealth, Benicia, CA) consists of undenatured native
chicken type II collagen (collagen 263.0 mg/g, hydroxyproline
32.9 mg/g). UC-II was manufactured from chicken sternum carti-
lage in a GMP-certified facility using a patented, low-temperature
manufacturing process that ensures a particular level of UC-II
collagen. UC-II was formulated in 0.5% methyl cellulose suspen-
sion and administered orally at 0.66 mg/kg/day for a period of 8
weeks. The rat 0.66 mg/kg/day UC-II dose was chosen because it is
equivalent to the 40mg/day UC-II used in clinical studies for a 60 kg
human. The vehicle (0.5% methyl cellulose) was dosed orally at
5 ml/kg/day 7 days per week.


Animals and management


Male, 4 months old Lewis rats (Charles River Laboratories,
Portage, MI) weighing 350 g at the beginning of the experiments
were used in this study. All in vivo procedures were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and were
performed in accordance with the US National Institutes of Health
(NIH) Publication No. 85e23, revised 199625. The rats were pair
housed in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room on a

regular 12 h light/dark cycle. Irradiated LabDiet™ 5053 (Purina,
Richmond, IN) and water were provided ad libitum. The animals
were acclimated for 1 week and were allocated to study groups
based on their body weight the day before surgery. A group of 10
naïve rats were used as an intact control (Naïve), and another 10
rats received sham surgery (Sham). Additionally, 20 rats received
the PMMT surgery and were allocated to receive vehicle treatment
(PMMT/veh) or a UC-II (PMMT/UC-II) treatment. The ARRIVE
guidelines was used to ensure the rigor of study conduct ad
reporting of the data.


Surgery


Surgeries are performed in a dedicated rodent surgical facility at
Pfizer consisting of an animal preparation room and recovery room,
surgeon preparation room and a surgical suite. To minimize vari-
ations, only one surgical research specialist with extensive expe-
rience in performing the PMMT surgery was certified by the
Academy of Surgical Research and have had his surgical skills and
knowledge assessed by a designated subject matter expert (Global
Trainer or Global Surgeon) approved to perform surgery. The rats
were induced and maintained under anesthesia using isoflurane.
One dose each of carprofen (Pfizer Animal Health, Florham Park, NJ)
and sustained-release buprenorphine (Zoopharm, Windsor, CO)
were administered prior to surgery to ensure analgesia. Rats in the
surgery groups were subjected to a partial medial meniscal tear
(PMMT) surgery24. Briefly, the medial meniscus was freed from its
attachments to the margin of the medial tibial plateau prior to
grasping the meniscus with forceps and transecting one-third of
the medial collateral ligament and medial meniscus. In the sham
surgery rats, the medial meniscus was visualized but not trans-
ected. The surgical incisions were closed in two layers using
absorbable sutures.


Body weight, tissue collection and serum analyses


The body weight was recorded twice weekly throughout the
study. At the end of the study rats were euthanized and the entire
right hind limb was harvested and carefully cleaned of the soft
tissue. The limbs were wrapped in saline-soaked gauze and frozen
at �20�C for the ex vivo imaging and histological analyses of the
tibial articular cartilage and bone. Bloodwas collected 8weeks after
surgery by jugular venipuncture under isoflurane anesthesia. The
serumwas stored at �20�C and used to run the standard chemistry
panel and biomarkers of bone and cartilage metabolism26 (see
Supplemental Material for details).


Dynamic weight bearing (DWB)


DWB measurements were obtained before surgery, 6 days after
surgery, 4 weeks after surgery and before euthanasia to assess the
effects of surgery on the weight-bearing capacity of the hind and
front legs. The DWB system (Bioseb, software 1.3.; Boulogne,
France) is non-invasive method for measuring the weight and
surface area of all four feet in a freely moving animal27,28. Zone
parameters were set for the analysis as follows: �4 g for one sensor
or a minimum of three adjacent sensors �2 g (in order to be
considered a valid zone). For each time segment that was stable for
more than one second, zones that meet the above criteria were
validated and assigned as either right or left and front or rear. A
mean value for the weight and area of each zone were calculated
over the entire testing period, based on the length of time of each
validated segment. For each testing period, the animals were placed
into the chamber and allowed 20e30 s to explore prior to data
collection. The following parameters were measured over a 3-min
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period: body weight (g), percentage of weight (% weight) and
surface area (mm2) placed on the front left and right leg, both front
legs combined, rear left and right leg and both rear legs combined.


Radiology


Following necropsy all knee joints were X-rayed with a Faxitron
Model MX20 specimen scanner (Faxitron Bioptics LLC, Tucson, AZ)
using an exposure time of 12e18 s at 31e35 kV. The radiographic
images were used to inspect the bone samples for the presence of
possible fractures or other bone abnormalities.


Micro-computed tomography (mCT)


The operated right knee joint was subjected to mCT utilizing a
MicroCT 100® computed tomography system (Scanco Medical,
Bassersdorf, Switzerland) to obtain a scout 3D image of the knee.
The mCT images were used to ensure that the samples were
reproducibly scanned and that the same region of interest (ROI) at
the proximal tibial epiphysis and metaphysis for each specimen
was analyzed29.


The cancellous bone compartment of the metaphysis was
analyzed 1mm below the growth plate and extended 3mmdistally
to include the metaphyseal secondary spongiosa. The cancellous
bone was evaluated as previously described. In short, an ROI was
drawn on 100 consecutive slices with a thickness of 1.0 mm that
best represented the central segment of the tibia28. The cancellous
bone parameters included bone mineral density, tissue volume
(bone and bone marrow), bone volume, bone volume/tissue vol-
ume ratio, bone surface, bone surface/bone volume, trabecular
number, trabecular thickness, trabecular separation, connectivity
diameter, and structural model index.


For subchondral bone analysis a 2.0 mm � 0.5 mm ROI was
drawn on the pre-contrast images to include the cortical and
cancellous subchondral bone underlying the articular cartilage as
described earlier28 (for details see Supplemental Material).


Histopathology


After the knee joints were imaged with mCT, they were shipped
to HistoTox Labs, Inc. (Boulder, CO, USA), for tissue processing. The
knee joints were placed in SurgiPath Decalcifier I solution (Gray-
slake, IL, USA) for 10 days. Following decalcification, the knee joints
were transected in the frontal plane to yield two approximately
equal portions, embedded in paraffin, and serially sectioned at
~200 mm intervals into 5-mm-thick sections for staining. The slides
were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for general eval-
uation; toluidine blue (T-blue) for evaluation of the cartilage,
safranin O was used to evaluate structural damage to the cartilage,
and Cathepsin K was used to count number of dark-stained oste-
oclast below the growth plate on two consecutive slices. Only the
histology of the medial aspect of the joint was analyzed because
this region is the primary site of degeneration for this animal
model. Slides were labeled in a coded manner. Two independent
readers without knowledge of the treatment categories indepen-
dently evaluated the histology. Results from the two slides per
animal and from both readers were averaged for each section, and
the average scores for gradable sections were then averaged for
each rat. The following parameters were determined: cartilage
degeneration score, osteophyte size, thickness of the cartilage
matrix, cartilage matrix loss width, total cartilage degeneration
width and significant cartilage degenerationwidth on four sections
(two H&E and two T-blue) using an ocular micrometer as previ-
ously suggested30. The progression of cartilage matrix loss was
measured along the surface (0% depth e where the cartilage on

either side has intact superficial cartilage), the tidemark (100%
depth e where the cartilage on either side shows complete loss of
cartilage) and at the level of the mid-zone (50% depth between
surface and tidemark) as recommended earlier30. The total cartilage
degeneration with represents the total extent of the tibial plateau
affected by any type of degeneration such as total loss or just
fibrillation of matrix with or without chondrocyte death, thus this
area is regularly larger than total cartilage loss parameter.


Statistical analysis


GraphPad Prism v.5.00 for Windows (GraphPad Software, USA,
http://www.graphpad.com) was used for the statistical analysis.
Data was expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval where
n ¼ 10. ShapiroeWilk test was used to test the normality of the
data. One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett's multiple-comparison
post-test was performed for the comparison of group mean dif-
ferences against the Naïve group of rats. Student's t test was done
for unpaired comparison. Statistical significance was considered at
P � 0.05.


Results


Animals and serum assays


After a transient loss of body weight due to sham-surgery and
PMMT surgery, the body weight of all rats enrolled in the study
increased by approximately 10% during the course of the study
[Fig. 1(A)]. Rats in the PMMT/veh and PMMT/UC-II groups devel-
oped OA, as evidenced by X-ray, mCT and histology. Surgery or
treatment with vehicle and UC-II did not affect the serum chem-
istry parameters or biomarkers of bone and cartilage metabolism,
although the rats from the PMMT/veh group exhibited the highest
level of cartilage degradation marker CTX-II (P < 0.05 vs Naïve and
Sham), whereas the PMMT rats treated with UC-II exhibited
significantly (P < 0.05) lower CTX-II values compared to PMMT/veh
controls (Table 1, Supplemental Material).


DWB


All operated rats shifted weight bearing toward the front legs in
order to reduce the weight bearing on the operated limb. The
weight-bearing capacity of the operated right hind leg was signif-
icantly (P < 0.05) lower in PMMT/veh rats than in rats in the Naïve
group during the entire study, and significantly (P < 0.05) lower
relative to Sham and PMMT/UC-II rats at the end of the study
[Fig. 1(B)e(D)].


Radiology


The radiological appearance of the right knee did not differ
between the Naïve and Sham rats. Osteophytes were evident on the
2D images in all PMMT/veh and all PMMT/UC-II animals. Rats in the
PMMT/veh group exhibited less cancellous bone at the proximal
tibial metaphysis relative to rats in Naïve, Sham and PMMT/UC-II
group (Fig. 2).


mCT evaluation


Bone parameters of the cancellous bone (secondary spongiosa)
at the proximal tibial metaphysis were affected by the PMMT sur-
gery. PMMT surgery in the vehicle treated rats resulted in slightly
lower bone mineral density (BMD), bone volume and trabecular
number, and higher trabecular separation parameter relative to
Naïve, Sham and PMMT/UC-II treated rats, although the changewas
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Fig. 1. A shows percent change in the body weight throughout the experiment. (B)e(D) show the change in the weight-bearing capacity and distribution of body weight placed on
the front paws (B), rear left leg (C) and the rear right leg (D) at different time points during the 8-week experiment. Rats in the PMMT group showed a decreased weight-bearing
capacity of the operated right hind leg relative to control groups and rats treated with the UC-II. *P < 0.05 vs Naïve; aP < 0.05 vs Sham and UC-II.
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not significant (Fig. 2). In addition, Cathepsin K histochemistry
showedmore robust accumulation of the osteoclasts in the primary
spongiosa bellow the growth plate cartilage of PMMT/veh rats
relative to all other study groups which also indicate increased
bone resorption and supports the mCT data (Fig. 3).


The subchondral bone parameters (bone area, bone volume and
BMD) did not significantly differ between groups (Table 2,
Supplemental Material). However, not statistically significant in-
crease in the bone volume and BV/TV ratio indicated a mild
thickening of the cortical layer in Zones 1 and 2 which is also visible
in the 3D images of the tibial epiphysis of PMMT/veh and PMMT/
UC-II rats. Additionally, osteophytes were clearly visible in both
PMMT/veh and PMMT/UC-II rats, although their sizes varied
(Fig. 4).


Cartilage damage and osteophytes were not evident in Naïve
and Sham animals. However, significant articular cartilage damage
was present in PMMT/veh rats relative to rats in Naïve and Sham
group. Cartilage damagewas less severe in PMMT/UC-II treated rats
relative to Naïve and Sham controls, but also comparing to PMMT/
veh group. In addition, the osteophytes in Zone 1 were significantly
smaller in size in PMMT/UC-II rats compared to PMMT/veh rats
(Fig. 5).

Cartilage histology


The thickness of the articular cartilage was similar in Naïve and
Sham rats. PMMT/veh and PMMT/UC-II rats had damaged articular
cartilage, with thickening of the cartilage in Zone 1 and a loss of
cartilage matrix in Zone 2, but relatively intact cartilage in Zone 3
(Fig. 6). The 0.66 mg/kg dose of UC-II showed a modest effect in
reducing damage to the cartilage as evidenced by less cartilage
thickening in Zones 1, slightly thicker cartilage layer in Zone 2 and
less variability in cartilage thickness in Zone 3. Also, rats in PMMT/
UC-II group exhibited fewer fibrillations and less cartilage debris in

the articular space relative to PMMT/veh rats (Fig. 6). In general,
animals treated with the UC-II showed less variability in cartilage
damage and better consolidated cartilage in Zones 1 and 3 relative
to vehicle treated PMMT rats.


Loss of articular cartilage width was not evident in Naïve and
Sham rats. However, width of articular cartilage loss was signifi-
cantly lower in PMMT/veh rats relative to controls. Dosing with UC-
II reduced cartilage damage in PMMT rats; however the efficacy of
UC-II varied between animals (Fig. 7).


A loss of articular cartilage was not evident in the Naïve and
Sham rats. As expected, articular cartilage loss in PMMT/veh rats
was statistically significant relative to Naïve and Sham rats, and
dosing of PMMT rats with UC-II attenuated this loss compared with
the loss observed in the PMMT/veh rats not given the UC-II (Fig. 8).


Overall, the histological evaluation demonstrated that rats
developed had PMMT-associated deterioration of their knee carti-
lage. Daily administration of UC-II reduced this PMMT-associated
damage.

Discussion


This study was undertaken to assess the capacity of a UC-II to
prevent the excessive deterioration of articular cartilage or to
accelerate the recovery process following partial meniscectomy.
The PMMT surgery results in the fractional displacement of the
medial meniscus leading to shifts of the weight-bearing loads and
to cartilage damage22,23.


In our study, surgery resulted in transient decreases in body
weight due to stress and postoperative pain. The overall increase in
body weight was equal among all study animals, totaling 10% at the
end of the 8-week study. Whereas the total weight bearing
imposed on the rear legs in all rats slightly increased over time as
the rats gained weight, the weight-bearing load placed on the right
hind leg was lower in the PMMT rats relative to Naïve and Sham







Fig. 2. Top row shows the 2D mCT images of the right knee. Solid arrows indicate osteophyte formation in the PMMT and UC-II rats. Dotted arrow indicates less cancellous bone at proximal tibial metaphysis in PMMT controls. Bottom
row shows the structural analysis of the cancellous bone at proximal tibial metaphysis. Although the differences between groups were not significant, the PMMT rats exhibited a slightly lower trabecular bone volume, decreased
trabecular number and increased trabecular separation relative to Naïve and Sham rats. Treatment with UC-II helped maintenance of cancellous bone.
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Fig. 3. Shows the Cathepsin K staining of the cancellous bone at the growth plate cartilage. The PMMT rats showed more intense bone resorption relative to rats in the Naïve, Sham,
and UC-II groups, as evidenced by larger number and size of darkly stained osteoclasts.


Fig. 4. Shows the 3D mCT images of the tibial epiphysis. Arrows indicate osteophyte formation in rats that received the PMMT surgery. The dotted arrow indicates the thicker
subchondral bone in Zones 1 and 2 in PMMT and UC-II rats. The top view of the medial tibial plateau, depicted in the top left corner, shows the osteophyte formation.
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controls. Other studies have previously shown that osteoarthritic
rats reduce weight bearing on the injured limb and shift their
weight distribution to the contralateral limb31e33. Patients with
knee OA also exhibit gait asymmetries of the affected limb, such as
reductions in the stance time and peak vertical force34e36. Our data
confirmed earlier findings that in contrast to bipeds, in which only
option is to shift the weight to the contralateral limb, rats (quad-
rupeds) tend to alleviate mechanical imbalances associated with
pain by shifting at least part of the weight burden onto their front
legs, rather than simply overloading their contralateral limbs28.
Results from this study show that prompt treatment with UC-II at
the time of surgery largely prevented the functional incapacity of
injured limb to bear weight, allowing for subsequent close-to-
normal biomechanics.


Physiologic mechanical loading plays a critical role in bone and
cartilage physiology37,38. Mechanical loading is well known to drive

changes in skeletal remodeling to adjust the bone mass and ar-
chitecture to meet mechanical demands39,40. In rats, cancellous
bone at the tibial metaphysis rapidly responds to changes in me-
chanical loading41. Despite sedentary lifestyle of caged laboratory
rats, the partial underloading of the operated leg was expected to
activate bone resorption and cause a mild loss of cancellous bone in
the tibia of PMMT rats. Concurrent to the bone loss, the under-
loading of weight-bearing bones initiates degenerative changes in
the articular cartilage42,43. Because the loss of bone in the operated
limb was diminished by UC-II treatment, we hypothesized that the
maintenance of knee functionality and load-bearing activity played
a key role in preserving bone mass and structure in the tibia. Spe-
cifically, themaintenance of modest physical activitymay indirectly
help to limit damage of articular cartilage44,45. Although the
mechanisms that regulate the maintenance of bone and cartilage
are different, compelling evidence indicates that mechanical
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Fig. 6. Shows a zonal analysis of the cartilage thickness evaluated at the medial tibial plateau. The thickening of the articular cartilage in Zone 1 and deterioration of articular
cartilage in the Zones 1 and 2 is visible in operated rats. Dosing with UC-II was moderately effective in preventing deterioration of articular cartilage caused by the surgery. In
addition, more cartilage debris and fibrillations (indicated by arrows) are evident in PMMT rats compared to UC-II dosed rats.


Fig. 5. Shows the damage score of the articular cartilage and size of the osteophytes. Cartilage damage and osteophyte formation were not present in Naïve and Sham rats. Dosing
with 0.66 mg/kg of UC-II prevented excessive cartilage deterioration and growth of large osteophytes.
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Fig. 7. Shows the loss of cartilage matrix width at the medial tibial plateau. The width of lesions was measured at 0%, 50% and 100% depths. Dosing with UC-II was moderately
effective in preventing the deterioration of articular cartilage caused by PMMT. The width of the lesion at 0% and 100% depths are indicated by dotted arrows.
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stimuli influence the crosstalk of signaling pathways, which plays a
critical role in both cartilage and bone metbolism46.


Changes in local mechanical loads triggered by the deterioration
of articular cartilage resulted in the accumulation of cortical bone
beneath the damaged cartilage and the formation of osteophytes.
The formation of osteophytes is believed to be an adaptation of the
skeleton aimed to stabilize inured joints, accommodate new me-
chanical needs and prevent the further deterioration of cartilage47.
However, osteophytes can limit joint movements and cause pain,
and their size is thought to be proportional to the severity of
cartilage injury48,49. Combination of radiology and histology tech-
niques revealed that treatment with UC-II limits osteophyte size
that can potentially help joint mobility and functionality.

The damage score and zonal quantification of total cartilage
thickness (i.e., calcified plus noncalcified) identified a significant
loss of articular cartilage in Zones 1 and 2 in PMMT rats. The width
of cartilage matrix loss (%) demonstrated the extent of cartilage
damage, which was further emphasized by measurements of the
significant cartilage degeneration width parameter. Spontaneous
healing of the articular cartilage was not evident in the PMMT rats,
nevertheless numerous fibrillations and cell debris were frequently
found on the histology images. In contrast, dosing of PMMT rats
with UC-II limited the extent of cartilage damage and produced
signs of recovery. Specifically, cartilage thickening in Zone 1 was
reduced while the calcified and noncalcified cartilage layers in
Zones 2 and 3 were not different in rats given UC-II compared to
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Fig. 8. Shows the total and significant cartilage degeneration width parameters assessed on the Safranin O-stained sections. The PMMT-associated loss of the articular cartilage was
partially prevented by UC-II. Red lines indicate the outer border (osteophyte side), and blue lines indicate the inner border (normal cartilage). Solid arrows indicate the total cartilage
degeneration width; dotted arrows indicate significant cartilage degeneration width; yellow arrowheads indicate fibrillated cartilage and debris, which were primarily evident in
the PMMT rats given no UC-II.
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PMMT controls. Likewise, the cartilage matrix loss width and
cartilage degeneration width parameters were smaller in PMMT
rats given UC-II compared to PMMT controls. Thus, the overall
damage score index was favorable in PMMT rats given UC-II
compound.


When applied at the time of injury, UC-II was moderately
effective in preventing excessive degradation of the articular
cartilage. A number of independent biomarkers (DWB, CTX-II, mCT
and histology) showed that daily treatment with UC-II preserved
joint functionality and curtailed excessive cartilage degradation.
We hypothesize that several mechanisms most likely contribute
to the efficacy of UC-II, including anti-inflammatory effects, the
reduction of pain, the preservation of mechanical function and

bone quality, and a supply of building material for cartilage repair.
Our results support recent clinical data showing improved flexi-
bility and pain reduction in arthritic patients receiving a 40 mg
daily dose of UC-II21. Disease-modifying therapies for OA are not
currently available, and approximately 75% of OA patients regu-
larly receive more than one symptomatic treatment50. Other
treatment modalities has been shown to reduce cartilage degra-
dation, have no effect, or even to have a negative effect on
articular cartilage in similar animal models of OA. Therefore, the
complex nature of OA will most likely require simultaneous
treatment with several lines of therapy to successfully treat the
disease4. The modeling of treatments will depend on the severity
and duration of OA but should include ingredients such as UC-II
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that have been demonstrated to be safe and capable of improving
joint flexibility, joint pain and the overall health of bone and
cartilage.


In general, studies aimed to test drug efficacy and treat OA face
common challenges including choice of the disease model, proper
study design to accommodate extensive in vivo procedures such as
mechanical loading, and availability of cartilage and bone tissues
that need different processing to allow imaging, histological and
molecular analyses. This study was also limited by availability of
relevant tissues needed to adequately address important questions
regarding the true mechanism of action of UC-II in the articular
cartilage, so methods such as immuno-histochemical staining and
gene expression of proteins related to cartilage metabolism
including collagen type II and X, MMP-13, SOX9, CCN2 were not
performed. However, results from this study helped design of the
follow-up studies that will include use of exercise and gait analysis
to better address joint functionality and impact of disuse and load
bearing on cartilage metabolism, use of radiolabeled compound to
assess metabolism and tissue distribution of UC-II and use of
adequate immunological, histochemical and molecular methods to
address some of the lingering questions regarding mechanism of
action of “slow-acting” product such as UC-II.
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s u m m a r y


Objective: To investigate the safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics of ABT-981, a
human dual variable domain immunoglobulin simultaneously targeting interleukin (IL)-1a and IL-1b, in
patients with knee osteoarthritis (OA).
Method: This was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, single-center study of multiple
subcutaneous (SC) injections of ABT-981 in patients with mild-to-moderate OA of the knee
(NCT01668511). Three cohorts received ABT-981 (0.3, 1, or 3 mg/kg) or placebo every other week for a
total of four SC injections, and one cohort received ABT-981 (3 mg/kg) or placebo every 4 weeks for a
total of three SC injections. Assessment of safety and tolerability were the primary objectives. A panel of
serum and urine biomarkers of inflammation and joint degradation were evaluated.
Results: A total of 36 patients were randomized (ABT-981, n ¼ 28; placebo, n ¼ 8); 31 (86%) completed
the study. Adverse event (AE) rates were comparable between ABT-981 and placebo (54% vs 63%). The
most common AE reported with ABT-981 vs placebo was injection site erythema (14% vs 0%). ABT-981
significantly reduced absolute neutrophil count and serum concentrations of IL-1a/IL-1b, high-
sensitivity C-reactive protein, and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-derived type 1 collagen. Serum
concentrations of MMP-derived type 3 collagen and MMP-degraded C-reactive protein demonstrated
decreasing trends with ABT-981. Antidrug antibodies were found in 37% of patients but were not
associated with the incidence or severity of AEs.
Conclusion: ABT-981 was generally well tolerated in patients with knee OA and engaged relevant tissue
targets, eliciting an anti-inflammatory response. Consequently, ABT-981 may provide clinical benefit to
patients with inflammation-driven OA.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis Research Society International.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-


nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction


Osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by a breakdown of articular
cartilage with other joint tissues (e.g., synovial membrane, sub-
chondral bone) contributing to disease progression1. The precise
sequence and temporal relationship of pathological changes in the
joint tissues in OA and their underlying causes are not clearly
elucidated. Catabolic cytokines, such as interleukin-1 (IL-1), may
play a major role in the pathogenesis and progression of OA, leading
to cartilage destruction1, and have been implicated in the generation

search Society International. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
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of pain2. The IL-1 family includes IL-1a, which acts as an intracel-
lular, membrane-bound, or secreted agonist, and IL-1b, which acts
as a secreted agonist after it is activated through cleavage by cas-
pase-13e6. These two distinct cytokines, which share only approxi-
mately 20% primary amino acid identity7, bind the IL-1 receptor (IL-
1R) type I and share proinflammatory functions8. In addition to the
IL-1R agonists IL-1a and IL-1b, this family of cytokines also includes
an endogenous antagonist (IL-1Ra) that binds IL-1R without
inducing signaling7,8.


Preclinical and clinical studies provide substantial evidence for
the IL-1 pathway as a promising target for the treatment of pa-
tients with OA1. Both IL-1a and IL-1b are expressed in the cartilage,
synovial membrane, and synovial fluid of patients with OA8e10. IL-
1b promotes migration and activation of neutrophils8, which are
the most abundant cell infiltrate in acute synovitis and can appear
during an acute flare in patients with OA11. Recent studies have
shown elevated IL-1b messenger RNA (mRNA) expression in pe-
ripheral blood cells of patients with OA, which was associated with
higher pain scores and more rapid radiographic progression12,13.
IL-1 can stimulate chondrocytes and synoviocytes to produce
proteinases involved in cartilage destruction leading to OA14e16 as
well as inhibit synthesis of proteoglycan and collagen type II, the
main components of the extracellular matrix in articular
cartilage17e19. Therefore, the IL-1 pathway is a promising target for
the treatment of patients with OA. Ideally, therapies would inhibit
the actions of both IL-1a and IL-1b but not interfere with binding of
IL-1Ra7. Previous drug candidates targeting the IL-1 pathway
include the monoclonal antibodies MABp1 (targeting IL-1a)20,
AMG-108 (targeting IL-1R type I)21, and canakinumab22 and
gevokizumab (targeting IL-1b)20; the recombinant receptor
antagonist anakinra (targeting IL-1R type I and IL-1R type II)23; and
the fusion protein rilonacept (targeting IL-1a, IL-1b, and IL-1Ra)24.
However, no significant improvement of OA symptoms vs placebo
was observed with anakinra, AMG-108, and gevokizumab in clin-
ical trials21,23,25.


A novel human dual variable domain immunoglobulin (DVD-Ig),
ABT-981, simultaneously binds and inhibits IL-1a and IL-1bwithout
interfering with binding of the IL-1Ra or other human IL-1 family
members26. ABT-981 exhibited a half-life of 10e14 days after single
or multiple subcutaneous (SC) doses in humans, with an absolute
bioavailability of 46%27. Preclinical proof of concept for simulta-
neous inhibition of IL-1a and IL-1b was demonstrated in a mouse
model of OA; a mouse anti-IL-1a/b DVD-Ig reduced OA progression
as demonstrated by a significant reduction in cartilage degenera-
tion scores28, while increasing the threshold to mechanical noci-
ceptive pain29 to a greater extent than inhibition of either IL-1a or
IL-1b alone. Based on these attributes, ABT-981 may offer the po-
tential for both symptom- and disease-modifying effects in patients
with OA7.


The objective of this phase 1 randomized trial was to investigate
the safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics (PKs), and pharmacody-
namics (PDs) of ABT-981 in patients with mild-to-moderate knee
OA.


Methods


Study conduct


The procedures were in accordancewith the ethical standards of
the responsible committee on human experimentation (institu-
tional and national) and the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised
in 2000. The ethics committee that approved the study was the
University of Miami Human Subjects Research Office (Miami, FL,
USA). All participants provided informed consent before initiation
of study treatment or any study procedures.

Study design


This randomized, double-blind, multiple ascending dose,
placebo-controlled phase 1 study in patients with OA of the knee
was conducted in one center in Florida, United States, between
September 2012 and October 2013 (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:
NCT01668511). Thirty-six patients were equally randomized to four
dose cohorts. Cohorts 1e3 received four SC injections of ABT-981
(0.3, 1, or 3 mg/kg) or placebo every other week (EOW) on days 1,
15, 29, and 43; cohort 4 received three SC injections of ABT-981
(3 mg/kg) or placebo every 4 weeks (E4W) on days 1, 29, and 57.
Dose escalation for subsequent cohorts took place a minimum of 2
weeks after the last dose of study drug and after safety, tolerability,
and PK assessments were reviewed for the preceding cohort. Pa-
tients were confined to the study site starting 1 day before dosing
and supervised for approximately 48 h for each study drug admin-
istration. Patients were asked to return for assessments throughout
the study until day 113 (cohorts 1e3) or day 127 (cohort 4).


During confinement, participants received a standardized diet
and water. Over-the-counter or prescription medications and
nutritional supplements were to be safely discontinued for�5 half-
lives or 14 days (whichever was longer) before the first ABT-981 or
placebo dose. Patients could take acetaminophen for acute epi-
sodes of pain during the study (�3 days per week, �3000 mg/day).


Study participants


Eligible patients were 40e70 years old and had a body mass
index (BMI) of 18e35 kg/m2 at screening; they were required to
have symptomatic OA of the knee for �3 months (with pain in-
tensity of the study joint between 40 and 80 mm on a 100-mm
visual analog scale [VAS]) and radiographic OA of the knee (Kell-
greneLawrence [KeL] grade 1, 2, or 3 confirmed by a radiologist).
Patients were to be in general good health other than OA of the knee.
Exclusion criteria included prior exposure to anti-IL-1 treatment or
other investigational drug within 30 days or five half-lives of the
drug (whichever was longer), history of persistent chronic or active
infection(s), and absolute neutrophil count (ANC) < 2000 cells/mm3,
KeL grade 4 radiographic OA, inflammatory arthritis, and arthritis
other than OA involving the knee joint.


Randomization was via computer-assigned unique consecutive
numbers foreachof the fourcohorts generatedatAbbViebefore study
initiation. Patients within a cohort were randomized 7:2 to receive
ABT-981 or matching placebo. Except an unblinded pharmacist, all
study site personnel and patients remained blinded to the treatment.


Endpoints


The primary objectives were to evaluate safety, tolerability, and
PK of ABT-981 (detailed PK results reported elsewhere27). Sec-
ondary and exploratory objectives included assessment of immu-
nogenicity, PD variables and biomarkers, and patient-reported
outcomes (PROs).


Safety and tolerability were assessed through day 113 in the
EOWgroups and through day 127 in the E4Wgroup. Adverse events
(AEs) were coded using the current Medical Dictionary for Regu-
latory Activities v16.0. If applicable, severity of AEs was graded
using the National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria
for Adverse Events (NCI-CTCAE) v4.03.


Biomarkers examined in this study included ANC and the
following in serum: target engagement biomarkers (IL-1a/b),
inflammation biomarkers (high-sensitivity C-reactive protein
[hsCRP], vascular endothelial growth factor [VEGF], matrix metal-
loproteinase [MMP]-9, and IL-1Ra), and bone/cartilage biomarkers
(aggrecan [AGN] x1, MMP-derived type 1 collagen [C1M], type 2
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collagen [C2M], and type 3 collagen [C3M], MMP-degraded CRP
[CRPM], collagen C-telopeptide [CTX]-I, cartilage oligomeric matrix
protein [COMP], and MMP-degraded and citrullinated vimentin
[VICM]). A urine bone/cartilage biomarker panel included CTX-I,
CTX-II, type II collagen neoepitope (TIINE-5OH), and creatinine (all
values normalized to creatinine). Serum protein concentrations of
IL-1a/b were analyzed using validated immuno-polymerase chain
reaction assays (Chimera Biotec GmbH, Dortmund, Germany). Bio-
markers were measured by BioClinica Molecular Marker Lab (Lyon,
France), AbbVie Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG (Ludwigshafen, Ger-
many), AbbVie ABR (Redwood City, CA, USA), and Chimera Biotec
(Dortmund, Germany). The bone/cartilage biomarker panel was
analyzed using validated enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(Nordic Bioscience, Herlev, Denmark, or Roche Diagnostics, Indian-
apolis, IN, USA) performed under standard conditions according
to manufacturer specifications. A panel of peripheral blood
mRNA biomarkers were examined (Asuragen, Austin, TX, USA). Total
ribonucleic acid (widely understood) (RNA) isolated from PAXgene
was converted to complementary deoxyribonucleic acid (widely
understood) (DNA) for quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
detection of a panel of mRNAs, including IL-1a, IL-1b, and IL-1Ra.


Whole blood (after a minimum 12-h fast) and urine samples
were collected (pre-dose on dosing days) from EOW-group patients
on days 1, 5, 15, 19, 29, 33, 43, 47, 57, and 113 and E4W-group pa-
tients on days 1, 8, 15, 29, 43, 57, 66, 85, and 127. Peripheral blood
was collected in PAXgene RNA tubes (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands)
on days 1, 5, 57, and 113 (EOW groups only).


Immunogenicity was assessed via measurement of serum anti-
drug antibodies (ADAs) using a validated bridging electro-
chemiluminescent immunoassay. Samples were considered positive
for ADA when the mean signal was greater than the calculated
screeningcutpoint and the suppression in the confirmatoryassaywas
�19.13% when spiked with 10 mg/mL of ABT-981.


Although the studywasnotdesigned to assess efficacy, PROswere
measured for an exploratory analysis of the patients' OA symptoms
and response to treatment. Patient's assessment of pain in the study
joint was evaluated using a 100-mm VAS (0 ¼ no pain; 100 ¼ the
worst pain). In addition, the Western Ontario and McMaster Uni-
versities Arthritis Index30, which measures five items for pain, two
items for stiffness, and 17 items for functional limitation of the index
joint, and the Health Assessment Questionnaire-Disability Index31,
which measures changes in physical functioning, were assessed.


Statistical analysis


With a planned enrollment of seven patients treated with ABT-
981 in each group, the probability of not observing a given AE with
a true incidence rate of 0.5 was 0.008.


Demographic and PD variables were summarized using
descriptive statistics with a breakdown by regimen defined by dose
level (with placebo considered as a dose level) and dosing fre-
quency. The number and percentage (with ClopperePearson 95%
exact confidence intervals (CIs)) of participants reporting
treatment-emergent AEs were tabulated. Placebo data from EOW
groups were pooled.


Patients who received �1 dose of ABT-981 or placebo were
included in the biomarker analyses. When nearly all levels were
quantifiable (e.g., for hsCRP), a repeated-measures analysis using a
linear mixed effect model was performed after the start of dosing on
day 1 (days 1e113 for the pooled placebo EOW and ABT-981 EOW
groups; days 1e127 for theABT-981 E4Wgroup). The pooled placebo
group did not include the two E4Wplacebo patients because of their
small sample size. Changes in logarithm-transformed biomarker
measurements from the baseline (day 1) were analyzed as the
response variable in the repeated-measures model, which included

the log-transformed baseline measurement as a covariate, the time
effect, the treatment group effect, and the interaction effect between
time and treatment groups. The compound symmetry structure for
the variance/covariance matrix for the measurements from each
patient was used, based on the selection among possible structures
using the Akaike information criterion. Based on the least-square
means obtained from the repeated-measures model, differences
between each ABT-981 treatment group and the placebo groupwere
averaged over time and compared. Two time spans were assessed:
(1) the whole period after the start of dosing (days 5e113 for EOW
groups and days 5e127 for the E4W group) and (2) during the
treatment window (days 5e57 for all groups). All tests were per-
formed at a significance level of 0.05 (Bonferroni adjusted P values).
The Bonferroni multiplicity adjustment was assessed for compari-
sons of multiple treatment groups vs placebo. Multiplicity adjust-
ment was not made on multiple biomarkers because they were
considered exploratory endpoints; and adjustment was not neces-
sary for multiple visits because comparisons were made on differ-
ences averaged over the visits. Mean percentage changes from
baseline for each treatment group and visit were calculated after
transforming the least-square means from the mixed model back to
the original scale and were visualized in figures.


To evaluate the relationship between ABT-981 serum concen-
trations and baseline-normalized changes in ANC, datawere pooled
from all study participants and fit to an inhibitory effect model
defined by maximum inhibition potential (Imax) and half-maximal
inhibitory concentration (IC50) using Phoenix WinNonlin v6.3
(Certara, Princeton, NJ, USA). Individual ANC was normalized to
levels before study drug administration on day 1 and reported as
percentage change from baseline.


For efficacy endpoints, the least-squares mean change from
baseline in patient's assessment of VAS pain was analyzed for the
EOW groups. The statistical analyses were conducted using SAS®


v9.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) and the repeated-measures
analyses were conducted using SAS PROC GLIMMIX. The degrees
of freedom for the repeated-measures mixed model were calcu-
lated by the Kenwood and Roger approximation (in SAS PROC
GLIMMIX, option DDFM ¼ KR).


Results


A total of 36 patients with OA of the knee were dosed (ABT-981,
n ¼ 28; placebo, n ¼ 8) and 31 patients (86%) completed the study
(Fig. 1). Most patients were female and all were white (Table I).
There were no significant differences between groups in baseline
biomarkers; the mean baseline serum concentrations of hsCRP
indicated normal levels (<3 mg/dL) to weak systemic inflammation
in this study population, similar to levels reported previously in OA
patients (Table II).


Safety


Fifteen patients receiving ABT-981 (54%) and five receiving
placebo (63%) had �1 treatment-emergent AE during the study
(Table III). The most common AE reported in patients who received
ABT-981 vs placebo was injection site erythema (n ¼ 4 [14%] vs
n ¼ 0), reported in two patients each in the 3.0-mg/kg EOW and
E4W groups. The only other AE that occurred in >1 patient was
headache (one patient each in the 0.3-mg/kg and 3.0-mg/kg EOW
groups). Four patients receiving ABT-981 discontinued the study
because of AEs (Table III). Six of 28 patients receiving ABT-981 and
one of eight patients receiving placebo had an AE considered by the
investigator to have a reasonable possibility of being study drug
related. All AEs were mild or moderate in severity with the
exception of the one serious grade 3 AE of bronchitis and viral
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Fig. 1. Disposition of patients. Study enrolled 36 patients with OA of the knee. Four patients discontinued the study drug (after one or two doses of ABT-981 or three doses of
placebo) but continued study visits; one patient discontinued the study after one dose of ABT-981.


Table I
Baseline demographic characteristics


Pooled placebo
EOW (n ¼ 6)


ABT-981 0.3 mg/kg
EOW (n ¼ 7)


ABT-981 1 mg/kg
EOW (n ¼ 7)


ABT-981 3 mg/kg
EOW (n ¼ 7)


Placebo
E4W (n ¼ 2)


ABT-981 3 mg/kg
E4W (n ¼ 7)


Age, years 60.0 ± 5.9 61.3 ± 5.1 62.6 ± 3.6 61.4 ± 5.0 55.0 ± 1.4 60.0 ± 6.1
BMI, kg/m2 28.4 ± 2.3 27.6 ± 4.4 26.4 ± 1.1 27.3 ± 2.9 28.7 ± 0.5 29.3 ± 3.0
Weight, kg 73.3 ± 5.9 74.4 ± 13.9 71.2 ± 9.9 66.2 ± 8.6 67.2 ± 1.2 70.6 ± 6.0
Height, cm 161 ± 4 164 ± 7 164 ± 9 156 ± 4 153 ± 0 155 ± 3
Female 5 (83.3) 5 (71.4) 5 (71.4) 7 (100) 2 (100) 7 (100)
White 6 (100) 7 (100) 7 (100) 7 (100) 2 (100) 7 (100)


Data presented as mean ± SD or n (%).
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infection. No difference was noted between the incidence of total
infections among ABT-981- and placebo-treated patients (Table III).
No other serious AEs (SAEs) or deaths were reported, and no clin-
ically significant values for hematology, serum chemistry, urinaly-
sis, vital signs, or electrocardiograms ECGs) occurred in this study.

Neutropenia adverse events


Two patients (placebo, n ¼ 1; ABT-981, n ¼ 1) had postbaseline
ANC < 1500 (but �1000) cells/mm3. The patient on ABT-981 (3 mg/
kg EOW) had transient grade 2 neutropenia (ANC of 1000 cells/
mm3) reported as an AE on day 10 after one dose of ABT-981; ANC
returned to normal at day 13. This patient was hospitalized on day
15 due to grade 3 serious bronchitis/viral infection.

Immunogenicity


Measurable ADA titers were found 37% (13/35) of patients (ABT-
981, n ¼ 12; placebo, n ¼ 1). The magnitude of ADA response was

low, with most patients having titers below 90; only two patients
had titer values� 270. Therewas no apparent effect of ADAs onABT-
981 exposure27 and there was no association observed between
incidence of ADA and the incidence or severity of any reported AEs.

Target engagement markers


The average serum IL-1a level was 7.1 pg/mL at baseline. In all
four ABT-981 treatment groups, mean serum IL-1a levels signifi-
cantly decreased by 71e93% from baseline to day 57 [P < 0.001;
Fig. 2(A)]. These decreases were maintained until day 113 in the 1-
mg/kg (P < 0.001, �70%) and 3-mg/kg groups (P < 0.05, �61%) and
day 127 in the 3-mg/kg E4Wgroup (P < 0.01, �62%); the IL-1a level
in the 0.3-mg/kg group, however, recovered to a near-baseline level
by day 113. Compared with the placebo group, mean percentage
change from baseline in serum IL-1a levels in all three ABT-981
EOW groups were significantly decreased through days 57 and
113 (all P < 0.0001) and in the E4W group through days 57 and 127
(both P < 0.001).







Table II
Baseline biomarker values: geometric mean and coefficient of variation (CV) (%)


Biomarker, geometric
mean* (CV%)


Placebo
EOW (n ¼ 6)


ABT-981 0.3 mg/kg
EOW (n ¼ 7)


ABT-981 1 mg/kg
EOW (n ¼ 7)


ABT-981 3 mg/kg
EOW (n ¼ 7)


Placebo E4W
(n ¼ 2)


ABT-981 3 mg/kg
E4W (n ¼ 7)


All patients
(n ¼ 36)


AGNx1, ng/mL 4.9 (116) 3.1 (179) 2.2 (184) 2.0 (74) 2.2 (206) 3.4 (202) 2.9 (165)
C1M, ng/mL 59.2 (39) 58.4 (91) 52.9 (32) 70.8 (77) 49.6 (30) 73.2 (45) 61.7 (54)
C2M, ng/mL 0.20 (40) 0.20 (48) 0.17 (52) 0.18 (65) 0.15 (190) 0.28 (75) 0.18 (59)
C3M, ng/mL 35.6 (34) 35.8 (21) 36 (18) 33.9 (31) 37.2 (15) 33.1 (10) 35 (22)
COMP, U/L 10.2 (15) 8.5 (20) 10.2 (23) 11.2 (19) 9.9 (21) 10.8 (14) 10.1 (19)
CRPM, ng/mL 12.5 (32) 14.3 (19) 13.9 (14) 11.6 (54) 14.2 (6) 11.9 (21) 12.9 (28)
CTX-I, ng/mL 0.39 (46) 0.33 (60) 0.30 (65) 0.33 (71) 0.54 (1) 0.35 (65) 0.35 (56)
hsCRP, mg/L 2.7 (145) 2.7 (127) 2.8 (123) 5 (162) 0.95 (48) 2.6 (158) 2.8 (148)
IL-1a, pg/mL 6.3 (111) 4.4 (104) 9.9 (203) 7.6 (58) 14.9 (54) 12.1 (68) 7.9 (113)
IL-1b, pg/mL 0.69 (203) 0.31 (97) 0.60 (113) 0.42 (31) 0.19 (59) 0.51 (128) 0.48 (117)
IL-1RA, pg/mL 485 (29) 469 (41) 434 (30) 413 (87) 445 (18) 389 (25) 436 (41)
MMP-9, ng/mL 309 (25) 413 (19) 391 (37) 335 (28) 480 (15) 445 (49) 383 (33)
Urine creatinine, mg/L 487 (42) 612 (35) 593 (42) 627 (35) 773 (18) 599 (26) 593 (33)
Urine CTX-I, ng/mL 2.1 (61) 1.9 (104) 2.2 (106) 2.3 (109) 7.2 (22) 2.3 (122) 2.3 (99)
Urine CTX-II, ng/mL 1.0 (36) 1.0 (34) 1.3 (76) 1.6 (41) 1.9 (57) 1.1 (43) 1.2 (48)
Urine TIINE-5OH, ng/mL 0.37 (56) 0.43 (52) 0.46 (53) 0.41 (74) 0.56 (95) 0.44 (44) 0.43 (52)
VEGF, pg/mL 32.4 (88) 22.8 (44) 35.3 (145) 42.5 (111) 19.0 (33) 24.6 (52) 29.8 (88)
VICM, ng/mL 1.8 (79) 2.9 (65) 2.2 (69) 2.6 (53) 18.6 (110) 3.0 (89) 2.8 (90)


IL-1RA, IL-1 receptor agonist.
* The geometric mean is obtained by transforming the arithmetic mean of log-transformed values back to the original scale. It is appropriate to use the geometric mean as an


average metric for the measurements of biomarkers such as protein and mRNA, which are log-normally distributed.


Table III
Incidence of treatment-emergent adverse events


AE, n (%[95% CI]) EOW dosing E4W dosing ABT-981 total
(n ¼ 28)


Placebo total
(n ¼ 8)


ABT-981 (n ¼ 21) Placebo (n ¼ 6) ABT-981 (n ¼ 7) Placebo (n ¼ 2)


Any AE 11 (52.4 [29.8e74.3]) 4 (66.7 [22.3e95.7]) 4 (57.1 [18.4e90.1]) 1 (50.0 [1.3e98.7]) 15 (53.6 [33.9e72.5]) 5 (62.5 [24.5e91.5])
Any SAE* 1 (4.8 [0.1e23.8]) 0 (0 [0e45.9]) 0 (0 [0e41.0]) 0 (0 [0e84.2]) 1 (3.6 [0.1e18.3]) 0 (0 [0e36.9])
AEs leading to discontinuationy 4 (19.0 [5.4e41.9]) 1 (16.7 [0.4e64.1]) 0 (0 [0e41.0]) 0 (0 [0e84.2]) 4 (14.3 [4.0e32.7]) 1 (12.5 [0.3e52.7])
Any infectionz 3 (14.3 [3.0e36.3]) 2 (33.3 [4.3e77.7]) 0 (0 [0e41.0]) 0 (0 [0e84.2]) 3 (10.7 [2.3e28.2]) 2 (25.0 [3.2e65.1])
AEs in �2 participants in overall ABT-981 or placebo groups
Injection site erythema 2 (9.5 [1.2e30.4]) 0 (0 [0e45.9]) 2 (28.6 [3.7e71.0]) 0 (0 [0e84.2]) 4 (14.3 [4.0e32.7]) 0 (0 [0e36.9])
Headache 2 (9.5 [1.2e30.4]) 0 (0 [0e45.9]) 0 (0 [0e41.0]) 0 (0 [0e84.2]) 2 (7.1 [0.9e23.5]) 0 (0 [0e36.9])


* Includes one event each of bronchitis and viral infection in a woman aged 55 years in the ABT-981 3 mg/kg EOW dose group on day 5 after the initial dose of study drug.
The patient was hospitalized from day 15 to day 17, and the event was considered resolved on day 20. The patient discontinued study drug after the initial dose. A transient
grade 2 AE of neutropenia was also reported for this patient. The neutrophil count was 3000/mm3 at baseline and 1000/mm3 on day 10; the neutrophil count returned to
normal (5800/mm3) by day 13.


y For ABT-981, includes nonserious events of hypertension (0.3mg/kg EOW), atrial fibrillation (1mg/kg EOW), and diarrhea (3mg/kg EOW), all assessed as unrelated to ABT-
981, and one serious event of bronchitis/viral infection (3 mg/kg EOW), assessed as reasonably possibly related to ABT-981. For placebo (EOW), includes infected insect bite.


z By system organ class; includes one event each of bronchitis, nasopharyngitis, urinary tract infection and viral infection in the ABT-981 group and one event each of
infected bite and upper respiratory tract infection in the placebo group.
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(n = 6) = 6)


(n = 7) = 7)


(n = 7) = 7)


(n = 7) = 7)


(n = 7) = 7)


Fig. 2. Mean percentage change from baseline in IL-1a (A) and IL-1b (B). Arrows indicate the days of ABT-981 injection; apatients received four injections of ABT-981 (0.3, 1, or 3 mg/
kg) or placebo EOW on days 1, 15, 29, and 43 in cohorts 1e3, and bthree injections of ABT-981 (3 mg/kg) E4W on days 1, 29, and 57 in cohort 4. Patients who received placebo E4W
(n ¼ 2) were excluded from the analysis. Follow-up period was until day 113 (cohorts 1e3) or day 127 (cohort 4). Error bars represent standard error.
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The average serum IL-1b level was 0.46 pg/mL at baseline. In all
the ABT-981 groups, serum IL-1b levels decreased from baseline to
day 57 (between 39% and 87%); this was significant in the 3-mg/kg
group at day 57 [P < 0.0001; Fig. 2(B)]. Significant decreases were
maintained until day 47 in the 1-mg/kg group (�66%; P < 0.05) and
day 113 in the 3-mg/kg group (�82%, P < 0.0001). At day 127 in the
3-mg/kg E4W group, the decrease from baseline was �48%; at day
113 in the 0.3-mg/kg group, IL-1b levels were closest to baseline
levels (�25%). Compared with the placebo group, mean percentage
change from baseline in serum IL-1b levels were significantly
decreased through days 57 and 113 in the 1- and 3-mg/kg EOW
groups (all P < 0.05). IL-1Ra levels showed no significant trends in
response to ABT-981 treatment.


Peripheral blood cell IL-1a mRNA was undetectable by quanti-
tative PCR (cycle threshold > 35) in all dose groups and at all time
points tested. At day 5, there was a significant decrease in IL-1b
mRNA expression in the 3-mg/kg group (P < 0.001) and a down-
ward trend in the 1-mg/kg group (P ¼ 0.092). IL-1Ra mRNA
expression levels did not show dose-dependent changes in the
treatment groups.


Anti-inflammatory markers


There was a significant mean percentage decrease in ANC in the
ABT-981 3-mg/kg EOW (P < 0.001) and 3-mg/kg E4W (P < 0.0001)
groups compared with pooled placebo through day 57; these dif-
ferences were maintained through day 113 (3-mg/kg EOW group;
P < 0.01) and day 127 (3-mg/kg E4W group; P < 0.0001; Fig. 3).
Across participants, decreases in ANC demonstrated a clear ABT-
981 concentration-dependent response (data not shown). Model
fitted parameters estimates (standard error (±SE)) for Imax were
33.6% ± 8.1% and for IC50, 3.74 ± 2.25 mg/mL.


Following treatment with ABT-981, mean absolute serum con-
centrations of hsCRP decreased continuously through week 2
irrespective of dose level or dosage interval [Fig. 4(A)]. Although the
hsCRP values were highly variable across the ABT-981 groups (e.g.,
percentage change from baseline ranged from �90% to 48% at day
15), the percentage change from baseline in the ABT-981 groups
compared with the pooled placebo group were significant through
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Fig. 3. Mean percentage change from baseline in ANC vs study day. Arrows indicate the d

days 57 and 113 in the 3-mg/kg EOW group (P < 0.01 and P < 0.05,
respectively) and through days 57 and 127 in the 3-mg/kg E4W
group (both P < 0.0001). Mean hsCRP levels remained below
baseline at the final assessment on day 113 (EOWgroup) or day 127
(E4W group).


Clear, dose-dependent decreases following ABT-981 treatment
were observed in the mean percentage changes from baseline in
C1M [Fig. 4(B)], C3M [Fig. 4(C)], and CRPM [Fig. 4(D)] in all groups.
Generally, decreases in C1M, C3M, and CRPM concentrations were
observed as soon as 5e8 days after the first ABT-981 dose,
continued to decrease up to day 15, and then remained steady
during the remainder of the dosing period. Following the end of
dosing, concentrations remained below baseline levels through
approximately five half-lives of ABT-981. Compared with the
pooled EOW placebo group, the percentage changes with ABT-981
were significant through days 57 and 113 for C1M (both P < 0.05) in
the 3-mg/kg EOW group and through days 57 and 127 in the
3-mg E4W group (both P < 0.01), through days 57 and 127 for C3M
in the 3-mg E4W group (both P < 0.05), and through day 127 for
CRPM in the 3-mg E4Wgroup (P < 0.05). C2M did not exhibit a clear
trend of change from baseline after ABT-981 treatment (data not
shown). Other markers, including VEGF, MMP-9, AGNx1, serum
CTX-I, COMP, VICM, urine CTX-I, urine CTX-II, and TIINE-5OH,
exhibited no clear trend of change with ABT-981 treatment.


Efficacy assessments


Patient's assessment of pain (Fig. 5) and other PROs (data not
shown) improved, reflected as decreases from baseline, throughout
the duration of the study for all dose groups, including placebo. No
significant differences were observed between any of the ABT-981
dose groups and placebo.


Discussion


This phase 1 multiple ascending dose trial demonstrated that
ABT-981 was well tolerated and induced significant, dose-
dependent decreases in serum concentrations of target engage-
ment markers (IL-1a and IL-1b) and other biomarkers of

(n = 6) = 6)


(n = 7) = 7)


(n = 7) = 7)


(n = 7) = 7)


(n = 7) = 7)


ays of ABT-981 injection, as described for Fig. 2. Error bars represent standard error.
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Fig. 4. Mean percentage change from baseline in (A) hsCRP, (B) C1M, (C) C3M, and (D) CRPM. Arrows indicate the days of ABT-981 injection, as described for Fig. 2. Error bars
represent standard error.


Fig. 5. Least-squares mean change from baseline in the VAS patient's assessment of pain. Arrows indicate the days of ABT-981 injection, as described for Fig. 2. Cohort 4 data (E4W
dosing) are not shown due to the different assessment schedule.
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inflammation and joint degradation, including hsCRP, C1M, C3M,
and CRPM, compared with placebo. These findings suggest that,
through simultaneous inhibition of IL-1a and IL-1b, ABT-981
significantly reduces serum hsCRP levels (indicating a reduction
in systemic inflammation) and C1M levels (indicating a dampening
of inflammation-mediated joint destruction). Additionally, the
observed serum C3M and CRPM decreases suggest that ABT-981
may ameliorate inflammation-mediated tissue destruction and
chronic tissue inflammation with long-term administration in pa-
tients with inflammation-driven OA.


Overall, ABT-981 was well tolerated with no observed dose-
limiting toxicities. Injection site erythema was the most common
AE inpatientswho received SC injection of ABT-981. Othermolecules
targeting the IL-1 pathway have reported safety information,
including canakinumab, a human anti-IL-1b monoclonal antibody,
and anakinra, a recombinant IL-1R antagonist23,32,33. The use of
canakinumab in patients with cryopyrin-associated periodic
syndromes (CAPS) was associated with more frequent infections.
Similarly, an increased rateof infectionwasobserved forpatientswith
systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis treated with canakinumab34.
Anakinrawas evaluated inpatientswithOA and rheumatoid arthritis
(RA)23,33. In patients with OA, after a single intraarticular injection of
anakinra, approximately 13% of patients reported infections, largely
with the higher 150-mg dose, compared with only 6% of placebo-
treated patients23. In patients with RA who received single daily SC
injections of anakinra (100 mg) and concurrent methotrexate
(10e25mgweekly) for24weeks, therewerenodifferences in the rate
of total infectious events between anakinra and placebo33; however,
an increased incidence of serious infections (2%) vs placebo (1%) was
observed35,36. In this study, no difference in the incidence of in-
fections in the ABT-981 vs placebo groups was observed (Table III);
however, the sample size and duration of exposure were limited.


Administration of ABT-981 was associated with decreases in
ANC as early as 3 days after dosing, with the greatest changes from
baseline observed with 3-mg/kg dosing. Decreased neutrophil
counts have been previously reported with administration of
products targeting the IL-1 pathway21,37. IL-1 may inhibit neutro-
phil apoptosis through IL-6 induction6,38 and stimulate bone
marrow granulopoiesis through induction of granulocyte colony
stimulating factor (G-CSF)39 and granulocyte-macrophage CSF40. In
the placebo-controlled RA studies, 8% of patients receiving anakinra
had decreases in neutrophil counts of at least one toxicity grade
compared with 2% in the placebo group35. The effect of ABT-981
administration on ANC will continue to be closely monitored in
future studies, including assessing risk factors for neutropenia (e.g.,
low baseline ANC).


Decreased levels of hsCRP, C1M, C3M, and CRPM occurred
within 4 days of the first ABT-981 dose and, once a nadir was
reached, remained suppressed throughout the duration of ABT-981
dosing. The final observations took place 70 days after the last dose
of ABT-981 for all groups, when ABT-981 serum concentrations
were�5% of maximum levels27, yet many of the biomarkers among
groups had not returned to pre-dose baseline levels. This slow
rebound of biomarker levels after termination of ABT-981 treat-
ment suggests that alleviation of proinflammatory cytokines, such
as IL-1a and IL-1b, has acute and prolonged beneficial effects on
tissue turnover.


No difference between ABT-981 and placebo was noted in PROs
of pain and physical function; longer studies in larger populations
are needed. Other limitations of this phase 1 study included low
patient numbers with limited disease activity, which decreases the
ability to see substantial changes detectable by biomarkers (a
“ceiling effect”), as well as the exploratory nature of the biomarkers
investigation. Current phase 2 studies will address these limitations
and later studies will address whether ABT-981 treatment also

results in symptomatic and/or structural benefit for patients with
OA. The current exploratory analysis of biomarkers may aid the
identification of patients with a high response profile, enabling a
personalized health care approach for a subpopulation of patients
with inflammatory-driven OA.


For patients with OA, therapeutic choices are limited and there
is a specific need for disease-modifying treatments that are safe to
administer for long-term management in an older patient popu-
lation41. Targeting the IL-1 pathway is appropriate because of the
key role IL-1 plays in the pathophysiology of OA42. Based on our
findings, ABT-981 is a viable candidate for further research into the
treatment of OA; patients presenting with significant inflammation
and/or rapid disease progression may be the most appropriate
candidates for treatment. Subsequent phase 2 studies of ABT-981 in
knee OA and erosive hand OA focused on patients with clinical or
imaging evidence of synovitis/effusion43,44.


In conclusion, treatment of patients with knee OAwith ABT-981
reduced serum IL-1a and IL-1b concentrations and was associated
with sustained and significant suppression of tissue turnover
markers that are associatedwith an inflammatory phenotype in OA.
The safety and tolerability profile in conjunction with its effects on
inflammatory biomarkers supports further investigation of ABT-
981 in patients with OA.
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